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6XPPDU\
The objective is to modify and extend the existing system at the Ignalina Nuclear Power
Plant (INPP) for handling of Very Low Level Wast (VLLW), short lived Low and
Intermediate Level Waste (LLW-SL and ILW-SL). The ultimate aim is to reduce the
risks and the influence on the personnel and the environment. See ref. [1].
According to the request from INPP, the modified system is based on the existence of
an incineration plant.
The prerequisites for the modified system are described in ref. [1].
This system description describes treatment of non-combustible VLLW, LLW-SL and
ILW-SL at a new waste handling facility (WHF) located in the future buildings 159/2
and 159/3 at the INPP. The new WHF is also handling Exempt Waste (EW), Reusable
Material (RM) and Free Release Goods (FRG).
The buildings 159/2 and 159/3 are future extensions of the existing building 159.
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)XQFWLRQVRIWKHV\VWHP

The system is a new Waste Handling Facility (WHF) at Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant
(INPP) which shall handle the following non-combustible waste:
'HILQLWLRQ

$EEUHYLDWLRQ

:DVWHFODVV

6XUIDFHGRVHUDWH
>P6YK@

Exempt Waste

EW

0

0

Reusable Material

RM2)

0

0

Free Release Goods

FRG

0

0

Very Low Level Waste

VLLW

A

< 0,5

Low Level WasteShort Lived

LLW-SL

B

0,5 - 2

Intermediate Level WasteShort Lived

ILW-SL

C

>2

1) In accordance with the new waste classification system.
2) RM includes combustible waste/material.
The handling of the waste in the new WHF includes registration, documentation and
preparation of the waste before final disposal, destruction, reuse, recycle or free release.
See ref. [1].
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'HVLJQSUHUHTXLVLWHV

The design prerequisites of the WHF presented below are in accordance with ref. [1].



:DVWHDPRXQWV

The WHF shall be designed to handle non-combustible waste amounts in accordance
with the estimations in the table below.
The content of the table is grounded on the following estimations:
Class 0:
- Amount of Exempt Waste or Cleared Waste:
- Amount of Reusable Material:
_ Amount of Free Release Goods:

As Very Low Level Waste.
“
50 % of Very Low Level Waste.

Class A:
- Amount of Very Low Level Waste:
Compactible waste:
Density of the compactible waste:
Density of the non compactible waste:

500 tons/year
80 %
110 kg/m3
650 kg/m3

Class B and C:
- Amount of Low Level Waste and
Intermediate Level Waste:

60 tons/year

Class B:
- Amount of Low level Waste:
Compactible waste:
Density of compactible waste:
Density of non compactible waste:

35 tons/year (approx. 60 %)
80 %
110 kg/m3
650 kg/m3

Class C:
- Amount of Intermediate Level Waste:

25 tons/year (approx. 40 %)

Both the old and the new waste classification system are included in the table.
*URXS
ROG

&ODVV
QHZ
0

1

A

2

B

2

C

'HILQLWLRQ
Exempt Waste
Reusable
Material
Free Release
Goods
Very Low
Level Waste
Low Level
WasteShort Lived
Intermediate
Level WasteShort Lived

7\SH
EW
RM

-

9ROXPH

>P \HDU@
770
770

FRG

-

380

250

VLLW

Compactible
Non comp.
Compactible

3640
150
260

400
100
28

Non comp.
Compactible

10
35

7
25

LLWSL
ILWSL

0DVV
>WRQV\HDU@
500
500

During decommissioning of the INPP, the waste amounts will probably increase.
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&RPSDFWLRQ

Handling of Exempt Waste (EW) does not include compaction of the waste.
Plastic sacks containing compactible Very Low Level Waste (VLLW) and Low Level
Waste- Short Lived (LLW-SL) shall be compacted by using an existing compactor,
which will be moved and permanently installed in the new WHF. The compactor
produces bales which each has a volume of about 1 m3 and a weight of about 500 kg.
Steel drums containing Intermediate Level Waste- Short Lived (ILW-SL) shall be
compacted by a mobile Super Compactor, which will not be included in the WHF. The
Super Compactor will come to INPP for a compaction campaign, when there are enough
steel drums filled with waste stored in the Interim Storage of the plant. Waste volume
reduction by a factor 3 – 4 should be realistic.



:DVWHWUDQVSRUWDWLRQ

Existing transport vehicles of INPP shall be used for transportation of the goods/waste
to and from the WHF. Transportation of ILW-SL requires a transport shield for
radiation protection.


7UDQVSRUWDWLRQWRWKH:+)

The waste is transported to the WHF in containers, steel boxes, drums and plastic sacks
in accordance with the estimations in the table below.
The content of the table below is grounded on the following estimations:
Class 0:
- EW, RM and FRG:

50 % is transported in containers with the volume 1,5 m3.
50 % is transported in steel boxes with the volume 1,5 m3.

Class A and B, compactible waste:
- VLLW, LLW-SL:
Plastic sacks of the weight approx. 8 kg/sack.
Class A and B, non compactible waste:
- VLLW, LLW-SL:
33 % is transported in containers with the volume 1,5 m3.
33 % is transported in steel boxes with the volume 1,5 m3.
33 % is transported in drums with the volume 0,2 m3.
Class C:
- ILW-SL

100 % is transported in drums with the volume 0,2 m3.

The WHF shall be able to receive the following estimated waste quantities:
'HILQLWLRQ

Exempt Waste
Reusable
Material
Free Release
Goods
Very Low
Level Waste
Low Level
WasteShort Lived

7\SH

&RQWDLQHUV

6WHHOER[HV

'UXPV

3ODVWLFVDFNV

P FRQW

P ER[

P GUXP

P VDFN

1XPEHU\HDU

1XPEHU\HDU

1XPEHU\HDU

1XPEHU\HDU

>SFV@

>SFV@

>SFV@

>SFV@









EW
RM

-

260
260

260
260

-

-

FRG

-

125

125

-

-

VLLW

Compactible
Non comp.
Compactible

30
-

30
-

250
-

50000
3500

Non comp.

2

2

20

-

LLWSL

6

'HILQLWLRQ

7\SH

Intermediate
Level WasteShort Lived

ILWSL

Compactible

&RQWDLQHUV

6WHHOER[HV

'UXPV

3ODVWLFVDFNV

P FRQW

P ER[

P GUXP

P VDFN

1XPEHU\HDU

1XPEHU\HDU

1XPEHU\HDU

1XPEHU\HDU

>SFV@

>SFV@

>SFV@

>SFV@

-



-



-







The plastic sacks, which are containing compactible VLLW and LLW-SL, are loaded in
hand movable containers, which are transported by lift truck to the WHF. There is room
for about 50 plastic sacks in each container. About 1070 containers with plastic sacks
are transported to the WHF each year.
The drums, which are containing ILW-SL, are transported to the WHF in containers.
There is space available for 4 drums in each container. About 45 cotainers with drums
are transported to the WHF each year.
During decommissioning of the INPP, the waste transportation to the WHF will
probably increase.


7UDQVSRUWDWLRQIURPWKH:+)

The waste shall be transported from the WHF as described in the table below.
'HILQLWLRQ
Exempt Waste
Reusable
Material
Free Release
Goods
Very Low
Level Waste

EW

7\SH
-

RM

-

7UDQVSRUWDWLRQIURPWKH:+)
The waste is leaving the WHF in the same containers
and steel boxes as it arrived in to the WHF.
As EW.

FRG

-

As EW.

VLLW

Compactible

The waste is leaving the WHF as bales. Each bale
3
has a volume of about 1 m and a weight of about
500 kg. Each year about 800 bales are produced at
the WHF.
The waste that has arrived to the WHF in containers
is placed in steel boxes or drums (final package), 50
% in steel boxes and 50 % in drums. Totally about 45
steel boxes and 370 drums are leaving the WHF.
As VLLW. Each year about 60 bales are produced at
the WHF.
As VLLW. Totally about 3 steel boxes and 30 drums
are leaving the WHF.
The volume of the drums is reduced by a factor 2 – 5
by super compaction. The super compacted drums
are placed in concrete containers, 16 – 40 compacted
drums in each container. Each year about 5 - 10
concrete containers are leaving the WHF.

Non comp.

Low Level
WasteShort Lived

LLWSL

Intermediate
Level WasteShort Lived

ILWSL

Compactible
Non comp.
Compactible

During decommissioning of the INPP, the waste transportation from the WHF will
probably increase.
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2SHUDWLQJWLPH

The normal operating time of the WHF is 8 hours a day and 210 days a year. Each year
containers, steel boxes, drums and plastic sacks shall be handled in the WHF as
described in the table below:
Incoming waste to and outgoing waste from the WHF in building 159/3:

Containers
Steel boxes
Drums
Containers with
plastic sacks.
Bales

,QFRPLQJ
(DFK\HDU>SFV@
680
680
270
1070

(DFKGD\>SFV@
>3
>3
>1
>5

2XWJRLQJ
(DFK\HDU>SFV@
650
700
400
-

(DFKGD\>SFV@
>3
>3
<2
-

-

-

860

>4

Incoming waste to and outgoing waste from the WHF in building 159/2:

Containers with drums.
Concrete containers with
super compacted drums.

,QFRPLQJ
(DFK\HDU>SFV@
45

2XWJRLQJ
(DFK\HDU>SFV@
45 (Intermediate storage
while waiting for the SC.)
5 - 10

-

If for instance super compaction instead of each year is performed each second year,
about 10 – 20 concrete container are leaving the WHF in building 159/2 each year.
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6\VWHPGHVLJQ

The waste handling system for waste of class 0, A and B shall be installed in building
159/3.
The system needs the following equipment and radiation shields:
-

An electric lift truck for handling of the waste.

-

A small pillar crane for handling of the waste.

-

Lifting devices to be used by the pillar crane.

-

A rotating table, operated by electrical power. The waste-package is placed on the
table. By rotating the table, measuring of dose rate and nuclide content can be
performed from several directions. The table shall be shielded from back-ground
radiation.

-

A buffer storage for incoming and outgoing plastic sacks, bales, containers, steel
boxes or drums. Waste of class B is stored in a shielded part of the storage for
radiation protection purposes.

-

Compactor for compacting of compactible waste.

-

Dose rate measurments.
Automatic measuring with instruments installed in the gate at the entrance to the
WHF. If the dose rate is too high an alarm is initiated to reduce the risk for
incorrect handling of the waste. The set value for the alarm depends on the waste
handled, i. e. if the waste is class 0, A or B.
Manual measuring with a portable instrument after the waste has been placed on
the rotating table.Measurement of the dose rate for waste of class 0, A or B is
performed by surveying the bale, container, steel box or drum on the rotating
table.

-

A portable scintillation counter is used for radiation detection when separate
items/packages of the waste are investigated.

-

Measuring of the surface contamination of the waste of class 0 aimed for
destruction, reuse or free release. Wipe test is manually performed and analysed in
the laboratory of INPP or in the WHF.

-

Measurement of the nuclide content. (Radioactivity measurement and registration
is investigated in a separate project.)
Gamma spectroscopy of waste of class 0, A or B is performed with the bale,
container, steel box or drum on the rotating table.
The same permanently installed spectrometer is used for waste class 0, A and B.

9

-

Weighing device. The rotating table and the weighing device should be combined
in one unit.

-

Equipment for decontamination of class 0 waste (metal). Abrasion by wet
abrasive blasting. Contaminated filters from the water cleaning are put in small
plastic sacks and are treated as class B waste. The water is drained to the drainage
system of the car washing facility in building 159.

-

Equipment for marking/numbering the waste-packages.

-

Computer system for registration and documentation of the handled waste.
Relevant data shall be registered such as; date of waste handling, type of package,
package number, weight, surface dose rate and contamination, nuclide content,
waste classification, type of waste/material and storage position.

One line is sufficient for waste handling in the WHF. None of the equipment above has
to be doubled.


(OHFWULFDODQGFRQWUROHTXLSPHQW

3RZHUVXSSO\
The system needs power supply for the following equipment:
-

Battery charger for the electric lift truck.

-

Small pillar crane.

-

Combined rotating table and weighing device.

-

Compactor

-

Decontamination equipment

-

Permanently installed measuring instruments.

-

Computer system for registration

0DQRHXYULQJDQGLQGLFDWLRQ
Manoeuvring is performed locally at each handling station of the WHF. The following
equipment is locally controlled:
-

Small pillar crane.

-

Combined rotating table and weighing device.

-

Compactor

0HDVXUHPHQWDQGVLJQDOOLQJ
The system includes the following permanently installed measuring instruments:
-

Automatic dose rate check.

-

Measurement of the nuclide content.

-

Measurement of the weight.

The computers used for registration of measured data and documentation of handled
waste are located in a special room within the WHF.
10

The automatic dose rate checking device is initiating an alarm in the WHF, if the set
value for waste class 0, A or B is exceeded.



:DVWHKDQGOLQJV\VWHPIRUZDVWHRIFODVV&



6\VWHPGHVLJQ

The waste handling system for waste of class C shall be installed in building 159/2.
The system needs the following equipment and radiation shields:
-

An over-head crane for handling of the waste.

-

Lifting devices to be used by the over-head crane when handling drums before
and after super compaction. The lifting devices must have a shield around the
drum to give the required radiation protection.

-

TV-cameras and monitors for remote control and supervision:
•

A TV-camera stationary mounted on the over-head crane.

•

Other cameras necessary for remote supervision of the waste handling in the
WHF.

-

A tool to be used when the concrete containers are sealed. The tool is remotely
operated and is handled by the over-head crane.

-

A rotating table, operated by electrical power.
The drums are placed, one by one, on the table. By rotating the table, measuring
of dose rate and nuclide content can be performed from several directions.
The concrete containers are placed, one by one, on the rotating table when the
compacted drums are loaded into the container. Measuring of the dose rate from
several directions are performed by rotating the table.
The table shall be shielded from back-ground radiation and for radiation
protection purposes.

-

A buffer storage. The buffer storage shall be shielded for radiation protection
purposes.

-

Dose rate measuring. Each drum and concrete container is surveyed.
The drums and the concrete cotainers are surveyed at the rotating table by the
permanently installed measuring instrument. The instrument is adjustable to keep
the distance 1 m between the surface of the waste package and the instrument.

-

Measuring of the surface contamination of the concrete containers. Wipe test is
manually performed and analysed in the laboratory of INPP.

-

Measurement of the nuclide content. (Radioactivity measurement and registration
is investigated in a separate project.)
Each drum is surveyed on the rotating table. The same permanently installed
nuclide spectrometer is used as for Long Lived Intermediate Level Waste (ILWLL) group 3 (old classification system), class D (new classification system).
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-

Weighing device. Each drum is weighed. The rotating table and the weighing
device should be combined in one unit.

-

Super compactor (SC) for compacting the drums. A mobile compactor, which is
not included in the system, will be used.
The SC has a device for measuring the height of the drums after compacting. This
to optimise the loading of the concrete container.

-

Equipment for marking/numbering the transport containers and concrete
containers. (Each drum has been marked with a unique code before it is sent to the
WHF.)

-

Computer system for registration and documentation of the handled waste.
Relevant data shall be registered such as; date of waste handling, container
number, container content, weight, surface dose rate and contamination, nuclide
content, waste classification, type of waste/material and storage position (interim
and final).

One line is sufficient for waste handling in the WHF. None of the equipment above has
to be doubled.


(OHFWULFDODQGFRQWUROHTXLSPHQW

3RZHUVXSSO\
The system needs power supply for the following equipment:
-

Over-head crane.

-

Combined rotating table and weighing device.

-

Mobile Super Compactor

-

Permanently installed measuring instruments.

-

TV-cameras for remote control and supervision.

-

Computer system for registration

0DQRHXYULQJDQGLQGLFDWLRQ
Manoeuvring is performed locally at each handling station of the WHF. The
manoeuvring places are shielded for radiation protection. The following equipment is
locally controlled:
-

Over-head crane.

-

Combined rotating table and weighing device.

-

Mobile Super Compactor. The control desk of the SC is placed at the reserved
shielded manoeuvring place of the compactor.

-

Permanently installed measuring instruments.

-

TV-cameras for remote control and supervision.

12

0HDVXUHPHQWDQGVLJQDOOLQJ
The system includes the following permanently installed measuring instruments:
-

Measurement of the dose rate.

-

Measurement of nuclide content.

-

Measurement of the weight.

The computers used for registration of measured data and documentation of handled
waste are located in a special room within the WHF.
Necessary data for control of the Super Compactor are indicated in the control desk of
the SC, which is placed at the shielded manoeuvring place of the compactor. Also
measurement of the height of the drums after compaction are indicated in the control
desk of the SC.



-RLQWZDVWHKDQGOLQJV\VWHPIRUDOOZDVWHRIFODVV$%
DQG&

An alternative could be to handle all waste in the same WHF. If all waste of class 0, A,
B and C is handled in a joint Waste Handling Facility (WHF) installed in one building,
it will be possible to save equipment. One item instead of two of the equipment below
would be sufficient:
-

Over head crane (or electric lift truck).

-

Combined rotating table and weighing device.

-

Instruments for measuring of nuclide content.

-

Computer system for registration

On the other hand the shields for radiation protection, which are required for handling
waste of class C, would probably make handling of waste of class 0, A and B more
difficult.

13



2SHUDWLRQRIWKHZDVWHKDQGOLQJV\VWHP

Containers, steel boxes and drums with waste are transported to the WHF by lift truck.
One of the existing lift trucks at the plant can be used, but a transport shield is required
when class C waste is transported.



+DQGOLQJRI(:50DQG)5* FODVV 

In the WHF in building 159/3 waste of class 0 is treated. The waste has been
preliminary classified as class 0 at the nuclear power plant by measuring the dose rate of
the waste before putting it in the containers/steel boxes, which are sent to the WHF.
When entering the WHF, the waste is passing a gate, which has an automatic dose rate
checking device installed.
In the WHF the containers/boxes can be handled by an electric lift truck or an over-head
crane. In the description below an electric lift truck is supposed to be used.


([HPSW:DVWH (:

Containers/steel boxes with EW are containing waste for destruction or final disposal. A
container with waste for destruction is containing for instance spray bottles or batteries.
(The number of containers with different waste for destruction depends on the
destruction capacity outside INPP.) There is only one sort of waste in each container.
The incoming container/steel box is placed on the combined rotating table and weighing
device by the electric lift truck, or the container/box is placed in the buffer storage
waiting for its turn to be handled.
Measurement of the weight, dose rate and preferably also nuclide content are performed
by surveying the whole container/box. If the container/box is not approved as waste of
class 0, the waste is surveyed with a portable scintillation counter to sort out not
approved parts of the waste. This sorting of the waste is performed by hand. A small
pillar crane is used for handling of big/heavy items.
If the waste is aimed for destruction, as for instance spray bottles or batteries, a
representative wipe test of the waste is performed. The wipe test is analysed in the
laboratory of the INPP to examine the surface contamination of the waste. If the waste
do not pass the wipe test, it is cleaned and tested again.
The measured data and the identification number of the container/box are registered.
The electric lift truck is lifting the container/steel box from the rotating table and puts it
at the lift truck used for transportation, or the container/box is placed in the buffer
storage while waiting for the transportation truck.
Waste approved as EW is transported by the lift truck to the future interim storage
159/4,
-

or directly to the Industrial Waste Polygon at INPP, where the container/box is
emptied for final disposal of the waste.
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-

or it is emptied into a clean box and the waste is transported to a destruction plant
outside INPP. (The existing car washing facility in building 159 is used for
cleaning of the boxes.)

If the waste is not approved as EW it is handled as active waste class A or B.
Compactible waste is separated from non-compactible waste before handling.


5HXVDEOH0DWHULDO 50

Containers/steel boxes with RM are containing waste/material to be reused at the INPP
or to be recycled on a recycling plant outside INPP.
A container/box with RM is containing only one sort of reusable material for instance
paper, plastic, wood, metal or some other reusable material. (The number of containers
with different waste for recycling depends on the recycling capacity outside INPP.
When recycling capacity is missing, the waste is handled as EW.)
The incoming container/steel box is placed on the combined rotating table and weighing
device by the electric lift truck, or the container/box is placed in the buffer storage
waiting for its turn to be handled.
Measurement of the weight, dose rate and nuclide content are performed by surveying
the whole container/box. Each item/package is also surveyed by hand with a portable
scintillation counter. A small pillar crane is used for handling of big/heavy items. Metal,
which has not passed the examination with the scintillation counter, is decontaminated
by abrasive wet blasting in the decontamination system. Other types of material are if
possible cleaned with acetone or some other solvent.
Material which has passed the examination by the scintillation counter, are tested by
wipe test of each item/package. The wipe tests are analysed in the laboratory of the
INPP to examine the surface contamination of the material. Metal, which has not passed
the wipe test, is decontaminated by abrasive wet blasting in the decontamination system.
Other types of material are if possible cleaned with acetone or some other solvent.
Material, which have passed the tests, are put back into the container/box on the rotating
table.
The measured data and the identification number of the container/box are registered.
The electric lift truck is lifting the steel box/container from the rotating table and puts it
at the lift truck used for transportation, or the box/container is placed in the buffer
storage while waiting for the transportation truck.
Material approved as RM are transported by the lift truck to the future interim storage
159/4,
-

or directly to a storage for reusable material at INPP, where the box/container is
emptied and the material is stored.

-

or it is emptied into a clean box and the waste is transported to a recycling plant
outside INPP. (The existing car washing facility in building 159 is used for
cleaning of the boxes.)

If the waste is not approved as RM it is handled as active waste class A or B.
Combustible waste is separated from incombustible waste and incombustible waste is
separated into compactible and non-compactible waste before handling.
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)UHH5HOHDVH*RRGV )5*

Steel boxes with FRG are containing tools and goods to be used at the INPP or to be
brought outside INPP.
Goods, aimed for free release, are handled in the same way as metal aimed for reuse,
see section 4.1.2.
Goods approved as FRG are transported to the future interim storage 159/4,
-

or directly to a storage for tools and other goods which shall be used at INPP,
where the box is emptied and the tools/goods are stored.

-

or it is emptied into a clean box and the goods is brought outside INPP. (The
existing car washing facility in building 159 is used for cleaning of the boxes.)

If the goods are not approved as FRG it is handled as active waste class A or B.



+DQGOLQJRI9//: FODVV$ DQG//:6/ FODVV%

In the WHF in building 159/3 waste of class A and B is treated.
In the WHF the containers/boxes/drums can be handled by an electric lift truck or an
over-head crane. In the description below an electric lift truck is supposed to be used.


&RPSDFWLEOHZDVWH FODVV$DQG%

Hand movable containers are loaded at the INPP with plastic sacks containing
compactible waste for final disposal. The sacks have been preliminary sorted as waste
class A or B at the power plant by measuring of the surface dose rate of each sack. So
all the plastic sacks in a container that arrives to the WHF should be of the same class, i.
e. class A or B.
Each plastic sack is marked and has a documentation that includes waste class,
preliminary measured surface dose rate, waste content, weight assumption for each
fraction in the sack and the origin of the waste in the sack.
+DQGOLQJRISODVWLFVDFNV
Hand movable containers with plastic sacks filled with compactible waste are
transported by lift truck to the WHF. The truck is unloaded and the container is
transported by hand or electric lift truck into the WHF.
When entering the WHF, the container is passing a gate, which has an automatic dose
rate checking device installed. If necessary the sacks in the container are surveyed with
a portable scintillation counter to sort out sacks which are not approved as waste of
class A or B. This sorting of the waste is performed by hand. Waste that does not fulfil
the requirements in accordance with class A or B is handled as active waste class C.
Then the sacks are put into a drum and are transported to building 159/2.
The plastic sacks are unloaded by hand from the hand movable container and are placed
in the compactor. (By using another type of container, the container could be emptied to
the compactor without the need to touch the plastic sacks by hand.) Or the container is
placed in the buffer storage waiting for the compactor to be ready for operation. If there
is waste of class B in the container, it is placed in a shielded part of the storage.
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&RPSDFWLRQDQGKDQGOLQJRIEDOHV
The plastic sacks are compacted by the compactor to a bale of about 500 kg and 1 m3.
The bale is placed on the combined rotating table and weighing device by the electric
lift truck, or the bale is placed in the buffer storage waiting for its turn.
Measurement of the weight, dose rate and nuclide content are performed by surveying
the bale. By rotating the table the dose rate and the nuclide content are surveyed from
several directions. The bale is classified as waste of class A or B.
The measured data are registered. The bale is marked with an identification number,
which is registered. The electric lift truck is lifting the bale from the rotating table and
puts it at the lift truck used for transportation, or the bale is placed in the buffer storage
while waiting for the transportation truck. Bales of class B are placed in the shielded
part of the storage.
:DVWHFODVV$
The bale is transported by lift truck to the future interim storage in building 159/4,
where it is placed in an ISO-container. The full ISO-container is transported to the
Authorised Landfill (AL), where the bales are unloaded for final disposal (or the whole
container is disposed). The AL is opened and loaded in campaigns once or twice a year.
:DVWHFODVV%
The bale is transported by lift truck to the future interim storage in building 159/4,
where it is placed in an ISO-container. Required storage time for the full container
before final disposal of the waste in the Authorised Landfill is calculated from the
measured and registered data.
-

After the calculated time for decay has passed, the surface dose rate of the ISOcontainer is checked to be < 0,5 mSv/h. The classification of the waste is changed
from B to A. The registered data are revised.
The ISO-container is transported from the future interim storage in building 159/4
to the Authorised Landfill (AL), where the bales are unloaded for final disposal
(or the whole container is disposed). The AL is opened and loaded in campaigns
once or twice a year.

-

If the waste includes long lived nuclides i. e. the surface dose rate of the ISOcontainer remains > 0,5 mSv/h, and if the activity content does not exceed the
acceptable limits, the ISO-container is transported to the Near Surface Repository
(NSR) for final disposal of the whole container. (The bales are not unloaded.)
When the NSR has been built, it will be opened and loaded in campaigns.



1RQFRPSDFWLEOHZDVWH FODVV$DQG%

Steel boxes and drums are loaded at the INPP with non compactible waste for final
disposal. The waste is cut into pieces of maximum 1 m length before it is put into the
box/drum. Existing containers should be used for gathering purposes only in exceptional
cases, since the waste has to be reloaded to drums or steel boxes at the WHF, which will
give an extra dose exposure.
The steel boxes and drums have been preliminary sorted as waste class A or B at the
power plant by measuring of the dose rate on the open surface of each box/drum. Each
steel box/drum is marked and has a documentation that includes waste class,
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preliminary measured surface dose rate, waste content, weight assumption for each
fraction in the box/drum and the origin of the waste in the box/drum.
Steel boxes and drums, filled with non compactible waste, are one by one transported by
lift truck to the WHF. The drums are sealed when they arrive to the WHF. The lift truck
used for transportation is unloaded and the box/drum is transported by electric lift truck
into the WHF.When entering the WHF, the box/drum is passing a gate, which has an
automatic dose rate checking device installed.
The box/drum is placed on the combined rotating table and weighing device by the
electric lift truck, or the box/drum is placed in the buffer storage waiting for its turn.
Waste of class B is placed in the shielded part of the storage.
Measurement of the weight, dose rate and nuclide content are performed by surveying
the box/drum. By rotating the table the dose rate and the nuclide content are surveyed
from several directions. The box/drum is classified as waste of class A or B.
If the box/drum is not approved as waste of class A or B, the waste is surveyed with a
portable scintillation counter to sort out not approved parts of the waste. This sorting of
the waste is performed by hand. A small pillar crane is used for handling of big/heavy
items. Waste that does not fulfil the requirements in accordance with class A or B is
handled as active waste class C. This waste is put into a drum and is transported to
building 159/2.
The measured data are registered. The box/drum is marked with a number, which is
registered. The electric lift truck is lifting the steel box/drum from the rotating table and
puts it at the lift truck used for transportation, or the box/drum is placed in the buffer
storage while waiting for the transportation truck. Waste of class B is placed in the
shielded part of the storage.
[In exceptional cases, a container could be used for transportation of the non
compactible waste to the WHF. The electric lift truck is used to transport the container
through the gate with an automatic dose rate checking device and to place the container
on the rotating table or in the buffer storage waiting for the rotating table to be ready for
operation. The container is handled in the same way as the steel boxes and drums. When
not approved waste has been sorted out from the container, the rest of the waste is put
into steel boxes or drums for final package. The steel boxes/drums are put on the
rotating table for measuring and registration of data.]
:DVWHFODVV$
The box/drum is transported by lift truck to the future interim storage in building 159/4,
where it is placed in an ISO-container for boxes or drums. The ISO-container, full with
boxes or drums, is transported to the Authorised Landfill (AL), where the boxes/drums
are unloaded for final disposal (or the whole container is disposed). The AL is opened
and loaded in campaigns once or twice a year.
:DVWHFODVV%
The box/drum is transported by lift truck to the future interim storage in building 159/4,
where it is placed in an ISO-container for boxes or drums. Required storage time for the
full container before final disposal of the waste in the Authorised Landfill is calculated
from the measured and registered data.
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-

After the calculated time for decay has passed, the surface dose rate of the ISOcontainer is checked to be < 0,5 mSv/h. The classification of the waste is changed
from B to A. The registered data are revised.
The ISO-container is transported from the future interim storage in building 159/4
to the Authorised Landfill (AL), where the boxes/drums are unloaded for final
disposal (or the whole container is disposed). The AL is opened and loaded in
campaigns once or twice a year.

-



If the waste includes long lived nuclides i. e. the surface dose rate remains > 0,5
mSv/h, and if the activity content does not exceed the acceptable limits, the ISOcontainer is transported to the Near Surface Repository (NSR) for final disposal of
the whole container. (The boxes/drums are not unloaded.) When the NSR has
been built, it will be opened and loaded in campaigns.

+DQGOLQJRI,/:6/ FODVV&

In the WHF in building 159/2 waste of class C is treated.
Drums are filled at the INPP with waste for final disposal. The waste is cut into pieces
of suitable length to fit into the drums. The drums are sealed.
The drums have been preliminary classified as waste class C at the power plant by
measuring the dose rate on the sealed drums. Each drum is marked and has a
documentation that includes waste class, preliminary measured surface dose rate, waste
content and rough weight estimations for each fraction in the drum. The sealed drums
are loaded into transport containers.
+DQGOLQJRIGUXPVEHIRUHFRPSDFWLQJ
The transport containers filled with sealed drums are transported by lift truck to the
WHF. The containers can be transported with the same lift truck as used today, but the
truck requires a transport shield.
The lift truck is unloaded at the WHF and the transport container is placed by the overhead crane in the shielded buffer storage. One drum at a time is unloaded from the
container by the over-head crane and is put on the combined rotating table and weighing
device. The lifting device of the crane has a shield that surrounds the drum. The TVcamera on the over-head crane makes remote supervision possible, when the crane is
handling transport containers and drums.
Measurement of the weight, dose rate and nuclide content are performed by surveying
the drum. By rotating the table the dose rate and the nuclide content are surveyed from
several directions. If the requirements for class C waste are not fulfilled, the drum is
handled as active waste class D and is transported to the WHF in the future building
159/1.
The measured data are registered. The drum is marked and registered.
The drum is lifted from the rotating table by the over-head crane and is loaded into a
container, which is placed in the shielded buffer storage. When the container has been
filled with drums, it is loaded on a shielded lift truck by the over-head crane and is
transported to an Interim Storage (IS), which is not yet defined. The drums are stored in
the IS until the mobile Super Compactor (SC) has arrived to the WHF.
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6XSHUFRPSDFWLQJRIGUXPV
When the mobile SC has arrived to the WHF, it is parked on the reserved area in the
building 159/2. The devices for loading and unloading of the SC are also placed within
the reserved area. The control desk of the SC is placed at the reserved shielded
manoeuvring place of the compactor.
When the mobile SC is ready to operate, the containers filled with drums are transported
from the IS, one at a time, back to the WHF by the shielded lift truck. The container is
placed by the over-head crane at the SC.
One drum at a time is unloaded from the transport container by the over-head crane and
is put on the loading device of the SC. The TV-camera on the over-head crane makes
remote supervision possible, when the crane is handling the drums.After super
compaction has been executed, the compacted drum is unloaded from the SC by the
unloading device of the SC. The height of the compacted drum is measured and
registered. The measuring device is a part of the SC.
+DQGOLQJRIVXSHUFRPSDFWHGGUXPV
The over-head crane is lifting the compacted drum from the unloading device and is
loading it into a container, which is placed in the shielded storage.
/RDGLQJRIWKHFRQFUHWHFRQWDLQHUV
The over-head crane is lifting the compacted drums, one at the time, from the shielded
storage and is loading it into a concrete container, which is placed on the shielded
rotating table. The registered height of the compacted drums will make it easier to
optimise the loading of the concrete container. Each staple of compacted drums in the
concrete container has a position number and the height of each staple is registered
when the container gradually is filled with compacted drums. Remote supervision by
the TV-camera on the over-head crane makes it possible to place the compacted drum
on the right staple and optimise the filling of the container.
During loading of the concrete container the dose rate of the container is measured. By
rotating the table the dose rate is measured from several directions. Each compacted
drum loaded into the container is registered. The loading is stopped when the limit value
of the dose rate is reached. Identification number and measured weight and dose rate of
the concrete container are registered.
+DQGOLQJRIWKHFRQFUHWHFRQWDLQHUV
When the concrete container has been filled with compacted drums, it is sealed. A
concrete lid is fastened with screws to the container by a tool, which is remotely
operated by the use of the over-head crane and the TV-camera on the crane.
Then the over-head crane is lifting the concrete container from the rotating table and
puts it in the shielded storage while waiting for the lift truck. Before the container is
placed in the shielded storage, a wipe test is performed. A long lance is used for the
wipe test to reduce the dose exposure. The wipe test is analysed in the laboratory of
INPP to examine the surface contamination of the concrete container. If necessary the
concrete container is lifted out from the shielded storage and the surfaces of the
container are cleaned with acetone or water before it leaves the WHF. Measured data
are registered.
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When the shielded lift truck is available, the container is loaded on the lift truck by the
over-head crane. The concrete container is transported to the not yet defined IS, which
is the same storage as in which the drums are interim stored before super compaction.
When the Near Surface Repository (NSR) has been built, the concrete containers will be
loaded in the NSR for final disposal. The NSR will be opened and loaded in campaigns.
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,QVWDOODWLRQ

The installation described below is based on a future extension of the existing building
159.



,QVWDOODWLRQLQEXLOGLQJ

The waste handling line of the WHF in building 159/3 includes the following stations:
-

Unloading of the incoming waste from the lift truck used for transportation to the
WHF.

-

Automatic check of the dose rate by measuring instruments installed in a gate at
the entrance to the WHF.

-

Buffer storage.

-

Compactor.

-

Rotating table and weighing device. Measuring of dose rate and nuclide content.

-

Loading of the outgoing waste on the lift truck used for transportation from the
WHF.

The waste is moved between the stations by an electric lift truck.
The buffer storage has a shielded part for storage of waste of class B.
The instrument for measuring the nuclide content is shielded from back-ground
radiation.
Computers for registration of measured data and documentation of the waste are located
in a special room within the WHF.
See layout sketches, figure 1- 3.

Automatic dose
rate check

Computer
room

Decont.

Containers

Pillar
crane

Compactor
Containers

Nuclide
spectrometer

Waste class 0 and A

Waste class 0 and A
Waste class B

Waste class B
30 000

Lead Wall

)LJXUH
22

12 000

Rotating table
and weighing device

min 6 000

)LJXUH

)LJXUH
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,QVWDOODWLRQLQEXLOGLQJ

The waste handling line of the WHF in building 159/2 includes the following stations:
-

Unloading of the incoming waste from the lift truck used for transportation to the
WHF.

-

Shielded buffer storage.

-

Shielded rotating table and weighing device. Measuring of dose rate and nuclide
content.

-

Reserved area for the mobile Super Compactor and its loading and unloading
device.

-

Loading of the outgoing waste on the lift truck used for transportation from the
WHF.

The waste is moved between the stations by the over-head crane.
Remote control and supervision is performed locally at each handling station of the
WHF. The manoeuvring places are shielded for radiation protection.
Computers for registration of measured data and documentation of the waste are located
in a special room within the WHF.
See layout sketches, figure 4- 6.

Monitor
desk Control
desk, SC

Overhead
crane

Rotating table
and weighing device
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Computer
room
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Compactor
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17 800
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,QVWDOODWLRQLQDMRLQWEXLOGLQJ

If all waste of class 0, A, B and C is handled in a common Waste Handling Facility
(WHF) installed in a common building, it will be possible to save equipment. See
section 3.3. Then the stations described above are reduced and necessary area for the
installation is probably decreased.
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$PELHQWFRQGLWLRQV

The conditions in the buildings 159/3 and 159/2 are as follows:
-

Temperature

+10 °C to + 40 °C

-

Max relative humidity

80 %

-

Radiation

Allowable dose rates regarding personal access:
Unloading area
Category II
Outside shielded walls
Category III
Inside shielded walls
Category I
Loading area
Category II
Control room
Category III
Outside the building
Natural radioactivity

CLASSIFICATION OF STRICT ACCESS AREA OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
according to the sanitary standard of Lithuania Republic HN 87: 2001:
&KHFNHGYDOXHV
Dose rate, µSv/h
Surface contamination with α-particles, Bq cm-2
Surface contamination with β-particles, Bq cm-2
Concentration of airborne activity, Bq m-3



5RRPFDWHJRU\
,
,,
> 56
12 – 56
> 20
4 – 20
> 266
40 – 266
> 1110 185 – 1110

,,,
< 12
<4
< 40
< 185

6KLHOGV

Radiation shielding is required to achieve radiation protection for the personnel and to
protect the nuclide measurement from background radiation. The shielding thicknesses
given below are preliminary values based on experience and conservative estimations.


6KLHOGVLQEXLOGLQJ

In building 159/3 waste of class 0, A and B is handled. The following storage and
equipment must be shielded:
:DOOWKLFNQHVV
Rotating table and weighing device.
Measuring of dose rate and nuclide content.
Instead of lead an equivalent concrete wall
can be used.

0.10 m lead

Buffer storage for waste of class B

0.25 m concrete

Computer room walls

0.35 m concrete

Surrounding walls

0.50 m concrete
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6KLHOGLQJVLQEXLOGLQJ

In building 159/2 waste of class C is handled. The following storage and equipment
must be shielded:
:DOOWKLFNQHVV
Rotating table and weighing device.
Measuring of dose rate and nuclide content.
Instead of lead an equivalent concrete wall
can be used.

0.12 m lead

Buffer storage

0.60 m concrete

Computer room walls

0.50 m concrete

Wall adjoining interim storage

0.40 m concrete

Wall adjoining building 159/1 (task 13)

0.60 m concrete

Outer walls

0.75 m concrete



&RPSRQHQWGDWD



(TXLSPHQWLEXLOGLQJ

Electric lift truck
Lifting capacity

1,5 tons

Pillar crane
Lifting capacity

0,5 ton

Compactor
Compacting capacity

50 - 60 plastic sacks

Rotating table and weighing device
Table area
Weighing capacity

approx. 2 m x 2 m
1,5 tons



(TXLSPHQWLQEXLOGLQJ

Over-head crane
Lifting capacity

3 tons

Rotating table and weighing device
Table area
Weighing capacity

approx. 2 m x 2 m
3 tons

Mobile Super Compactor
Compacting capacity
Volume reduction

max 20 drums per hour
a factor 3- 4 should be realistic
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$EEUHYLDWLRQV

The following abbreviations are used in the report:
Authorised Landfill
Exempt Waste
Free Release Goods
Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant
Industrial Waste Polygon
Interim Storage
Near Surface Repository
Reusable Material
Short Lived Low Level Waste
Short Lived Intermediate Level Waste
Super Compactor
Very Low Level Waste
Waste Handling Facility
Waste Handling System

AL
EW
FRG
INPP
IWP
IS
NSR
RM
LLW-SL
ILW-SL
SC
VLLW
WHF
WHS
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,QWURGXFWLRQ

The objective of the project is to modify and extend the existing system for handling of
the solid short lived Low and Intermediate Level Waste (LILW) at the Ignalina NPP, with
the ultimate aim to reduce the risks and the burden to the environment. It will be modified
in such a way that the handling and the interim storage of the waste and the waste product
(waste packages) meet Lithuanian requirements which also is in compliance with
common international good practices.
The proposed project will improve the safe handling, treatment and storage of the short
lived LILW at the Ignalina NPP. To fulfil this, all waste covered by this project has to be
conditioned and transferred into waste packages ready for final disposal.
The low level waste consists of a broad range of different items like plastic, clothes,
paper, wooden material, concrete parts, metal waste etc.
The intermediate level waste consists mainly of machine elements and components, rest
materials from maintenance operations and other metal scrap material.
The low and the intermediate level waste represent different waste classes, where each
waste class is treated with more or less dedicated handling strategies. The proposed
strategies are chosen with respect to:
•

the relatively high waste amounts, both stored unconditioned and produced
continuously,

•

keep simplicity and avoid too sophisticated routines and conditioning methods, (to
allow easy routines for retrieval of stored unconditioned waste)

•

include the fact that the remaining operational period is limited, (the system must also
be suitable for decommissioning waste)

•

experiences from Swedish strategies and handling methods.

For the low level waste the main strategy is to use a simple, cost effective final disposal
concept. Such a strategy makes complicated waste reduction processes cost ineffective
and unnecessary. The main elements in the chosen strategy are to:
•

extend the use of the existing compactor considerably,

•

establish an authorized landfill, dedicated for this waste class.

The proposed strategy takes necessary considerations to the INPP plan to erect an
incineration facility. However licensing prerequisites for such a facility and waste
acceptance criteria are not considered to be within the scope of this project.
For ILW, costs for final disposal are considerably higher than for LLW. Investments in
order to reduce the volumes, will probably give good pay off. To achieve this, its
recommended that super compaction will be used as a main component in the handling
system. The proposal is bases on considerations on the existing waste amounts and
composition, together with simplicity in sorting and segregation.
5

The continuous waste flow is remarkably high, at least compared most western
experiences. To fulfil the intension to get an efficient waste treatment system, significant
efforts must be stressed in order to reduce the amount of radioactive waste. However, this
specific part of the project will be carried out and reported separately.
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5DGLRDFWLYH:DVWH&ODVVLILFDWLRQV\VWHPDW
,133 /LWKXDQLD

In order to bring the terms in agreement with international practice, it is suggested that
the expressions low-, intermediate- and high-level waste for classification of solid waste
(used in the old classification system) are replaced by a new classification system, based
on the principles given by IAEA.
A structure of classification, relevant for the waste covered by Task 14, is introduced in
Table 1. The shown classification system for solid radioactive waste in Lithuania is on its
way to be approved by the Lithuanian government. Since this project only cover short
lived solid waste, only the corresponding classes are presented Therefore, it is assumed
that classification of radioactive waste listed in Table 1 is going to be accepted by
Lithuanian government in the near future and adopted by INPP. The new system also
includes the demand, that waste should be classified on grounds of longevity (short-lived/
long-lived). This is particular important in the choice of final disposal method.
The given classification system cannot fully reflect all radioactive waste handling steps;
therefore, in this study, it was introduced more detailed classification accounting for all
possible radioactive waste management paths. Since this project is aimed to deal with
solid wastes comprising categories 0, A, B, and C it was concentrated on these four types.
Long lived waste, class D and on-following, will not be covered by this project and will
not be treated further in this report.
The details of classification and management paths are introduced in the following
chapters. Some categories are expanded to categories with indexes 1 and 2 that stand for
Compactible and Non-Compactible wastes respectively, i.e. A1, A2, B1, and B2.
The on-following chapter are aimed to give a draft presentation of the major radioactive
waste management steps such as collection, sorting, handling, transportation, and final
storage for the here presented waste categories. A schematic overview of the waste
handling sequences is shown in the attached figures, where Fig. 2 introduces general
overview of handling sequences for different solid waste classes. Figures from Fig. 3 to
Fig. 6 are aimed to show detailed routines and sequences of handling for specific waste
classes.
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7DEOH6XJJHVWHGPRGLILHGFODVVLILFDWLRQV\VWHPIRUVKRUWOLYHGUDGLRDFWLYHZDVWH
DW,133
:DVWH
&ODVV

'HILQLWLRQ

$EEUHYLD
WLRQ

6XUIDFH
GRVHUDWH

P6YK

&RQGLWLRQLQJ

'LVSRVDOPHWKRGV

CW

0

Not required

Industrial Waste
Polygon (IWP)

([HPSWZDVWH


Cleared Waste

6KRUWOLYHGORZDQGLQWHUPHGLDWHOHYHOZDVWH
$

%

Very Low Level
Waste –
Compactible

VLLW C

Low Level Waste –
Short Lived

LLW-SL

<0.5

Compaction
Dense packing in
containers

0.5–2

Compaction
Dense packing in
containers

&

Intermediate Level
Waste – Short Lived

Authorized
Landfill (AL)

ILW-SL

>2

Super-compaction of
drums that are packed
into Concrete
Containers

Near Surface
Repository
2
(NSR)

Near Surface
Repository
(NSR)

1

In the on-following proposal, corresponding classes will be stated directly after the waste package has
been produced

2

Required disposal method refers to surface dose rates as above. However, decay might reduce dose rates
beneath this level and give new disposal requirement.
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:DVWHDPRXQWV

Annual produced amounts of waste are based on experiences of actual waste streams or
amounts until year 1999. A more detailed table for 1999 and the first half of 2000, is
available gives information on waste origin, waste composition etc. This will give a ruff
base for the input to handling system capacity needs. Intentionally, the annual amounts
will be reduced, as soon as firm results from the minimisation task get available.
So far detailed information on waste origin, activity content and sources for potential
reduction or segregation in the waste streams, is lacking or poor.
Available data is based on the former Soviet classification system, which is still in force,
whereas the new management system is based on the new classification system, presented
in the previous chapter. The main differences are indicated in the figure below.

0.5 mSv/h

Class A

2 mSv/h

Class B

Class C

short lived
Class E

Class D




Group 1



Group 2

long lived
VXUIDFHGRVHUDWH

Group 3
10 mSv/h *)

0.3 mSv/h *)

1HZ
&ODVVLILFDWLRQ

2OG
&ODVVLILFDWLRQ

*) 10 cm from waste surface

)LJ6FDOLQJRIQHZDQGROGZDVWHFODVVLILFDWLRQV\VWHP



&ODVV$ 9//: DQG% //:6/ ZDVWH

Available data is based on old classification system, why no clear data for the new system
exist. Here it is assumed that Group 1 can be transited to Class A, and about 50% of
Group 2 can be transited to Class B.
The same main strategy is proposed to be applied for both waste Class A and B
respectively. However, segregation should be done by physical properties, which is
reflected in Table 2 and Table 3 below (Sorting criteria will be presented in next chapter).
Table 2 is cut from [2] and covers both LLW and ILW characteristics and annual
generation prognoses.
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7DEOH//:DQG,/:DQQXDOZDVWHJHQHUDWLRQSURJQRVHV ROGFODVVLILFDWLRQ
V\VWHP

Waste
group

Gr 1

Gr 2

Specific
mass

Specific
activity

kg/m3

GBq/m3

Combustible

251.7

Incombustible

Waste type

Annual generation prognosis
Volume

Mass

Activity

m3/year

kg/year

GBq/year

0.285

190

47830

54

708.5

0.522

630

446340

329

Compacted

671.1

1.147

70

46980

80

Combustible

252.2

77.18

60

15130

4630

Incombustible

514.9

85.43

130

66930

11100

The separate report on waste from January 1999 until June 2000 shows even higher waste
production rates, at least in terms of volumes, whereas the mass figures are in the same
range. The following figures are given for 1999:
7DEOH//:DQG,/:ZDVWHJHQHUDWLRQSURJQRVHVEDVHGRQUHSRUWRQZDVWH
JHQHUDWLRQIURP-DQXDU\XQWLO-XQH

Waste group

Waste type

Annual generation prognosis
Volume m3/year

Mass (kg/year)

364

59 400

738

480 000

Compactable,
Combustible

221

25 700

Gr 2(Old
Combustible
classification system
corresponding to the
class B and C in the Incombustible
new classification)

111

18 500

120

54 400

Gr1 (Old
Non-compact.
classification system Combustible
corresponding to the
Incombustible
class A in the new
classification)

With reference to INPP data, the annual amount of Group 1 (VLLW) is in the range of
about 1000 m3 or less.
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Today’s rate of compacted waste, less than 10% of the total amount of LLW, waste is
remarkable low. Apart from what’s already compacted, about 50 % of all material
considered as “combustible” can be compacted. In addition, an extensive part of the
“incombustible” material can be compacted: insulation material or other compactable
material. This means that somewhere in the range of 25-40% of all LLW can be
compacted in the existing compactor.
Non-compactable LLW mainly consists of construction material (50%), metal waste
(50%) such as piping, components.



&ODVV&ZDVWH ,/:6/

It is important to consider that the shown figures are based on the today classification
system, Group 2 –waste, with a defined dose rate within the interval of 0.3 – 10 mSv/h, at
the distance of 10 cm from the surface. Considering the high amounts of Group 1 waste,
an essential part of the Group 2 has probably a dose rate lower than 2 mSv/h. Ruff
assumptions, but still conservative, indicates that about
> 50% belong to class B and,
< 50% to class C
Based on the table in the previous section, and the considerations above, an annual waste
production of less than 100 m3 can be predicted for class C. In the proposed waste
handling system, based on super compaction methods, there will probably be no need to
segregate combustible and non-combustible waste.
With the super compaction, it is assumed that the ratio of waste amount can be reduced
from two times up to five times. This means that after compaction the annual ILW-SL
volume, could be in the range of about 20-40 m3.
Taking account also some reduction of waste amounts within this class, the annual
amount can be reduced further. As a comparison Swedish figures can be given, with are
less than 10 m3 raw wastes for a three-unit site.
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*HQHUDO

The low level waste (A and B class) should be gathered at specific places at the plant, in a
similar way as today. To keep it simple, the following rough categories are applied:
•

Compactible

•

Non-compacible

In the proposal, there is no segregation between combustible and non-combustible
material, due to proposed conditioning methods
Additionally, waste from office areas, with no detected activity content, will be treated
separately according to specific procedures.
Radioactive waste, with known or expected dose rates higher than 2 mSv/h (class C), is
collected in dedicated containers and further treated separately.
Compactible waste is sorted into the following categories:
•

< 0,5 mSv/h (class A), aimed for landfill disposal (ready for disposal)

•

0,5 –2,0 mSv/h (class B) aimed for landfill disposal (need intermediate storage
during 5 years for Co-60 decay)

•

>2,0 mSv/h (class C) aimed for packing in drums for subsequent super-compaction.

Non-Compactible waste is sorted into the following categories:
•

clean or slightly contaminated material aimed for clearance according to specific
procedure

•

< 2,0 mSv/h (class A and B) for further handling at the low level waste treatment
facility

•

> 2,0 mSv/h (class C) for packing in drums for subsequent super-compaction



*RRGVIRUFOHDUDQFH

The clearance levels of radionuclides, conditions of reuse of materials and disposal of
waste are defined in the LAND 34-2000, normative document of the Ministry of
Environment in Lithuania. Such material or goods could be of three different kinds:
•

Equipment temporary used in controlled areas, but brought out of controlled areas
for continues use, named as Free Release Goods (FRG) in this report.

•

Material that when its brought out from controlled areas, could be reused, directly
or after a recycling process (Recyclable Material RM).
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•

Equipment or material that is brought out of controlled areas but without
remaining value, on following called Cleared Waste (CW).

In order to fulfil LAND 34-2000 requirements, such material must be:
•

Inspected with spectrometer, to estimate isotope contents and specific activity
(method is introduced in LAND 34-2000)

•

Measured surface activity in the 300 cm2 of the most contaminated area

3URFHGXUHIRUJRRGVDLPHGIRUFOHDUDQFHFRXOGEHIROORZLQJ
1. Goods would be collected in the controlled area in dedicated containers, boxes
etc. Waste material and recyclable material should respectively be gathered in
separate containers that may look like in Fig. 13 or Fig. 14.
2. All packages or items must be examined by spectrometer used for this purpose
(the same spectrometer may be used for A and B class waste examination). High
sensitive spectrometer could be located in a separate compartment of Waste
Handling Facility (WHF). The spectrometer is illustrated in Fig. 19 and example
of rotating table for package manipulation is shown in Fig. 20. Smear tests might
be necessary for surfaces not accessible for measurement.
3. Items receive passport for clearance, if permissible levels are met by spectrometer
analysis.
A handling sequence for the FRG is illustrated in detail in Fig. 3 and handling steps for
the RM and CW are shown in Fig. 4. It is proposed to extend a building 159 to 159/1-4
buildings as it is shown in Fig. 8, where the building 159/3 would be used for FRG, RM,
CW and for A, B wastes. The building 159/4 would be employed as Interim Storage <C
(IS) for low activity waste and non-active materials. The flow of clearance goods with the
respect to the INPP layout is indicated in Fig. 9.



&RPSDFWLEOHZDVWHFODVV$DQG%

A handling system proposed for A and B waste class is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The flow of A and B class waste with the respect to the INPP layout is indicated in
Fig. 10.


*DWKHULQJPHDVXUHPHQWDQGVRUWLQJ

Waste shall be collected in 125-l plastic sacks (see as an example Fig. 15 and Fig. 16) at
various collecting points. Filled sacks are brought from collecting points to accumulating
points where measurement and sorting should be carried out by qualified personal.
A main accumulation point today is corridor 143, which is a main path for through the
plant. The collecting point is suitable for practical reasons, but has drawbacks in terms of
collective radioactive dose burdens. Preliminary, it might be practical to keep the
accumulation point, but avoid extensive accumulation of unshielded waste material.
According to proposed routines described in the following, only VLLW and LLW will be
13

accumulated here, whereas ILW and the main part of the non-compactable LLW will be
gathered at the source and brought from there straight to the waste handling facility.
At the accumulation point, different containers shall be kept for the different waste
classes. Dose rates shall be measured on each plastic sack and the following information
for each plastic sack (or package) shall be documented:
•

waste class (new classification system) and preliminary measured surface dose rate

•

waste composition/material

•

weight assumption for each fraction

•

originate from room.



&RQGLWLRQLQJDQGSDFNLQJ

The transport containers, containing the filled plastic sacks, are transported to building
159/3, where the compactor is located (see Fig. 10). The transport equipment of today can
be used, but a shielded buffer storage adjacent to the compactor need to be erected.
In the compactor (see Fig. 17), the waste is compacted into 1 m 3 bales of about 500 kg
each (see Fig. 18). Each bale has to be measured nuclide specific with gamma metre. The
bales are placed into ISO-containers for interim storage, for decay and subsequent
deposition into the Authorised Landfill (AL). The authorised landfill is illustrated by
using photos that are taken during loading of waste packages to the AL in OKG NPP in
Sweden (see Fig. 21 and Fig. 22). The AL is opened and loaded in campaigns one-two
times per year.
Packages with surface dose < 0.5 mSv/h are ready for disposal into an authorized landfill
(if all requirements are fulfilled). Packages exceeding that limit have to be interim stored
for decay in the building 159/4. The gamma spectrometric control will give the time span
needed to reach sufficient low radioactivity content, in order to meet the requirements.
For determination of nuclide content, it is also important to have knowledge about the
source (and in some cases the operational history) to make sure that no alpha emitting
nuclides are present.



1RQFRPSDFWLEOHZDVWHFODVV$DQG%



*DWKHULQJPHDVXUHPHQWDQGVRUWLQJDWWKHSODQW

Gathering, measurement and sorting of the material is done in a similar way as for the
compactible waste (see
Fig. 5).
Contaminated construction material and contaminated scrap material, with dose rates
< 2 mSv/h shall be placed in steel boxes or drums. Those boxes/ drums will serve as
packages for final disposal. (Existing containers for group 1-waste can exceptional be
used for gathering purposes, but should be avoided since the on-following re-packing will
give extra dose burden). Gathering is preferably done close to the source where the waste
is generated (where system modifications are performed).
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To allow efficient and dose effective handling and packing, the following rules must be
fulfilled:
•

Isolation from tubes and components, which are going to be treated as compactable
waste, must be removed.

•

Scrap must be cut into the pieces of max 1 m length to allow efficient dense packing
in boxes. If large amounts are going to be transported out from controlled areas,
special considerations might be needed.

The main part of the radioactive waste is assumed to have surface dose rates < 2 mSv/h.
For exempt cases the following should be applied:
•

During work, where remaining material is clean; this material can be segregated for
clearance. Such material should be gathered in dedicated steel boxes according to
specific routines. This is described under “exempt waste”.

•

Material with dose rates higher than 2 mSv/h is segregated at the source and gathered
in existing group 2-containers. Further handling is described under intermediate
“level waste”.



&RQGLWLRQLQJDQGSDFNLQJ

Non-compactable waste material is brought into final deposit packages, which consists of
steel boxer, drums or ISO-containers. The package has to be marked with a specific
number to allow identification. The packages have to be weighted and nuclide specific
measured and registered into a waste database as that is indicated in
Fig. 5.


,QWHULPVWRUDJH

The waste packagers are aimed for landfill disposal, but need to be interim stored for
decay.
It’s proposed that all waste packages are stored in ISO-containers, witch are either unloaded during landfill disposal or disposed as complete unit.
Even if its acceptable to store containers outdoors, it is recommended to have an indoor
storage both for reusable and non-reusable containers to avoid unnecessary corrosion (by
snow and rain) during interim storage. For that purpose, a carport type storage with tin
walls can be used.



,QWHUPHGLDWHOHYHOZDVWH FODVV&



%DVLFSULQFLSOHV

The basic idea in the new concept is to collect the waste in standard 200 l steel drums.
The steel drums will be interim stored and, during specific campaigns, compacted by
super compaction (high force compaction). The compacted drums will be placed in
dedicated concrete containers for further interim storage and subsequently brought to a
final repository. The detailed schematics of the handling of C class waste are shown in
Fig. 6 and the waste flow with the respect to the INPP layout is indicated in Fig. 11.
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The favour for the proposed concept, are
•

simple sorting routines and

•

an expected significant cost reduction for final storage.

The main drawback for the conditioning method is that the drums need to be handled and
stored in several steps, which might give dose burdens.


*DWKHULQJ

The intermediate level waste will be gathered close to the source and placed direct into
the dedicated steel drums. (Scrap material need to be cut into pieces of suitable length.
Better insight in the waste material composition, is needed to propose any detailed
strategy.)
The drums will be pre-marked for further track keeping. During filling, the waste content
shall be documented, by documenting the material (carbon steel, aluminium etc) together
with ruff weight estimations.
The only requirement of the waste geometry is that the waste fit into the drum. Extend
effort in dense packing is not considered to be dose or cost effective.


7UDQVSRUWUHJLVWUDWLRQDQGLQWHULPVWRUDJH

The drums have to be taken to a waste handling facility 159/2 (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 11) for
measurement and registration. The drums can be transported with the transport vehicle
used today, but it requires a transport shield.
Its is proposed that equipment for nuclide scanning, weighing, dose measurement and
control of surface contamination is used concurrently with the long lived ILW packages
[3] proposal on the handling of group 3 waste.
To fulfil this intension, it’s proposed that a terminal building for drum handling is erected
adjacent and south of the proposed extended building 159.
The measured and registered drums have to be interim stored at the Ignalina site, prior to
the super-compaction. INPP should propose a common location for such storage. A
radiation-shielded forklift should preferably carry out transportation.


&RQGLWLRQLQJDQGSDFNLQJIRUILQDOGLVSRVDO

Super-compaction will be performed during specific campaigns where the required
equipment will be rented. The super-compactor (see Fig. 25 as an example) is designed as
a movable unit for transportation, using special truck as shown in Fig. 23. Super
Compaction suppliers (German or Dutch) provide complete compaction systems to suit
specific requirements.
A suitable building or location, to perform the super compaction, has not yet been
evaluated, but could be carried out in building 159.
After super compaction (see Fig. 24), the height of the drum needs to be measured in
order to allow efficient packing in the final disposal package, a dedicated concrete
container. Other necessary data on the drum, as weight, content of radionuclides, physical
content etc are available in the database. The computer software has to be programmed to
handle data registered in the database and calculate nuclide contents in the concrete
16

containers. Actual nuclide content is either calculated from the original measurement of
the drums or measured once again on the whole final package.
After the filling of the concrete container, all data concerning the content of the container
is gathered in the database: Number of drums, drum identifications, activity content, and
weight.
The surface dose rates and on a certain distance (1 m) will be measured and registrated.


,QWHULPVWRUDJH

Suitable interim storage has not been evaluated. It is proposed that this task can be solved
in compliance with the liquid waste cementation project. Cementation in waste packages
aimed for final disposal, will result in interim storage needs, with similar demands as for
the conditioned intermediate solid waste.
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,QWHUGHSHQGHQFHVZLWKRWKHU,133ZDVWH
V\VWHPV

The proposals given here for implementing a system for solid waste management, has to
be planned in compliance with respect to existing equipment and routines, as well as
other ongoing or planned projects, in order to find efficient solutions.
The objectives are to use existing or planned handling and transport equipment, measurement equipment, interim storages etc in the most efficient way. Also for the subsequent
transport to, and deposition handling at a repository, it would be a favour if a limited type
of containers will be used due to transport logistics, handling equipment etc.
According to available information and forecasts, the following need to be considered:
•

the use of the existing compactor

•

the implementation and use of the gamma spectrometer (nuclide scanner) at Ignalina

•

the plans to erect a incineration facility

•

the possibility to share parts of the proposed installations (reported in [4] ) for class D
waste (long lived ILW) with class C waste (short lived ILW)

•

the need for retrieval of stored unconditioned waste

8VHRIH[LVWLQJFRPSDFWRU
So far, it is a minor fraction of the waste that is compacted and only low-level
combustible waste of group 1. The main reason for the limited use is that the, produced
bales are aimed for subsequent incineration. The purpose is only to reduce volume of
combustible waste during interim storage.
In this area, there is a lot of room for improvement. It is proposed to extend the use to
cover all compactable LLW. This strategy will allow less rigid sorting criteria and allow
more waste to go for compaction.
It would be efficient to build an extension 159/3 and 159/4 to the building 159 and install
the compactor there. If it’s not possible to erect such an extension for practical reasons, it
would be a favour if all LLW (Class A and B, both compressible and non-compressible)
would be treated in a common building elsewhere at the Ignalina site.
,QFLQHUDWRU
INPP has plans to introduce an incinerator, which will implicate on the sorting routines.
Planning for the incinerator, it will be more important to separate burnable and nonburnable waste. A system need to be developed for the ashes, which will be radioactive
and need to be taken care of by the programme, as well as the filters from the gas
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cleaning system. The aches will be of class A or class B type waste, but will require a
different kind of container as for the solid waste. The filters however can probably be
treated as the other solid waste items.

&RQGLWLRQLQJRIJURXSZDVWH
SKB has issued a project proposal for the group 3 wastes. In this description, a concept is
introduced with a thick walled concrete disposal container and a facility to encapsulate
the waste with cement. A similar process has preliminary been considered for the IL
short-lived waste, but has been abandoned here.
Equipment for handling unconditioned long-lived waste cannot be used for short-lived
waste due to the presence of alpha emitters. However, equipment for finalised waste
packages can be used: nuclide content measuring system, remote handling equipment etc.
For that reason it is proposed to construct facility where equipment for nuclide scanning,
weighing, dose measurement and control of surface contamination is used concurrently
with the long-lived ILW packages, reference [4], proposal on the handling of group 3
waste.
The present (former) classification system doesn’t distinguish on grounds of longevity.
This means that parts of the group 3 waste can be classified as class C if the radioactive
nuclides are short lived (but high dose rates). This is a task for further evaluation.

5HWULHYDORIVROLG/,/:
An extensive amount of solid waste is stored in buildings 155, 155/1, 157 and 157/1.
Within this project special considerations needs to be taken to this waste.
A method to retrieve this waste is outlined in reference [3] , which is based on the
experience from Paldiski training centre in Estonia.
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&RQWDLQHUVIRU,QWHULPVWRUDJHDVZHOODVILQDO
GLVSRVDO

NEW container for handling as well as final disposal are proposed as follows:
•

Class A: bales (covered with plastic) and ISO-containers

•

Class B: ISO-containers

•

Class C: Steel drums and concrete containers for final disposal of super compacted
drums.

Such final waste packages will be reasonable easy to handle during the period of interim
storage. Interim storage strategies will be outlined separately.
%DOHV
This waste package is already produced at INPP, with the existing compactor (see Fig.
18). The packages have a cubical geometry with a side length of about 1 meter.
,62FRQWDLQHUV
ISO containers are well known and experienced from various applications all over the
world. Standard sizes, of preferable 20 feet length, are proposed. ISO-containers are
mainly used for interim storage and they will be unloaded during deposition campaigns.
Only in a limited extent, the containers containing waste will be disposed as whole unit
(see Fig. 21 and Fig. 22).
6WHHOGUXPV
Standard 200 litres carbon steel drums are proposed for gathering the class C waste.
&RQFUHWHFRQWDLQHUV
6SHFLDOWUDQVSRUWVKLHOGLQJRYHUSDFNV
Special temporary transport shielding, over packs, must be utilized for the handling and
transportation of both:
•

the filled drums, from the filling-up stations to the interim storage and reverse.

•

the final waste packages, from the super compaction station to the interim storage
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5HSRVLWRU\W\SHVJHQHUDOFRQFHSWV

To define the difference between near surface repository and authorised landfill the
following can be stated:
1HDUVXUIDFHGLVSRVDOIDFLOLWLHV The main characteristics, and difference to a landfill, are
that a near surface repository consists of one or several engineered barriers, like robust
concrete vaults. The vaults, set on or below ground level, consist of a concrete base and
walls with an underlying drainage layer. Any drainage from within or below the vault can
be independently monitored and routed to an on-site water management system before
discharge via a marine pipeline.
Concrete vaults in a box design are being used at sites as the Centre de la Manche and
l’Aube (France), El Cabril (Spain) etc. However, each one has unique design features.
Also for Lithuania there is an ongoing project with the prime objective to prepare a
reference design of a near surface repository for low-and intermediate- level short lived
radioactive waste generated in Lithuania. The task is performed by Swedish
organisations. The reference design shall be applicable to the needs in Lithuania
considering its hydro-geological, climatic and other environmental conditions and shall
be able to cover the expected volumes of waste in Lithuania for at least twenty years
ahead. Results from task 14 concerning waste acceptance criteria will serve as this
project.
$XWKRULVHGODQGILOO This type of repository is aimed for very low-level waste (VLLW)
which is generated in large volumes but carries low potential hazards. It creates a
problem because it is neither practical to dispose of it in engineered LILW repositories
nor acceptable to dispose of it as industrial waste. Typical the disposal system consists of
trenches with a slightly sloped floor covered with a layer of sand to facilitate collection of
infiltrating water in a trench drain. The trench drain ends normally in a sump, which is
monitored. Waste, packaged in boxes, drums and casks, is stacked in the trenches. The
space between the waste containers is filled with dry soil, and the trench is then covered
with clay and soil. Such disposal can only be exercised for the waste requiring less than
100 years of radiological control.



&RQVLGHUDWLRQVIRUHDFKFODVV

([HPSWZDVWH&ODVV
Exempted waste will be sent to applicable recycling or re-processing facilities in
Lithuania or be dumped as industrial waste.
9HU\ORZOHYHOZDVWH&ODVV$
For this category of nuclear waste, a landfill disposal (see Fig. 21 and Fig. 22) may be
considered as an alternative to the vault type repository. This way of disposal is often an
21

economically motivated alternative and may be used, if it is shown in safety assessments
that the disposal has an acceptable level of safety. Values mentioned below refer to a
typical landfill disposal, with an area of a few 1000 m2 and the approximate height of the
waste pile of 4 m.
Acceptable waste in a landfill repository will be, e.g.:
• waste bales, volume
• steel drums, volume about 200 litre
• steel boxes
• containers.
The Lithuania radiological and environmental demands have to be met. In Sweden
following radiological demands should be fulfilled for landfill disposal of radiological
waste:
• The dose rate on the surface of each package should be < 0.5 mSv/h.
• Average activity concentration from nuclides with half-life more than 5 years is not
allowed to exceed 300 kBq/kg
• The total activity in the landfill disposal should not exceed a specified limit, for
example 100 GBq.
Only limited quantities of environmental destructive substances, such as oil remains,
paint remains, solvents and removed paint coating should be allowed. Liquid and
explosive waste in any form must not be disposed in the landfill disposal or in any other
disposal facility.
Deposits at the landfill disposal will typically take place in campaigns. Between the
campaigns, the waste has to be stored in containers in the interim store specially designed
for this type of waste (see Fig. 10 and Fig. 8 as a proposal).
/RZOHYHOZDVWH&ODVV%
This waste class represent a narrow gap in dose rate, 0.5 – 2 mSv/h. Experiences from
Sweden has shown that a very small amount of waste packages will be present for final
disposal as class B. It is assumed that after a few years of decay, the waste packages are
suitable for landfill disposal. The remaining part, where the demands for landfill disposal
are not met, will be disposed in ISO-containers in near surface repository.
,QWHUPHGLDWHOHYHOZDVWH&ODVV&
Waste of this class will be disposed in a near surface repository.
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$EEUHYLDWLRQV
$EEUHYLDWLRQV
CW

Cleared Waste (group 0)

ILW-LL

Intermediate Level Waste – Long Lived (group D)

ILW-SL

Intermediate Level Waste – Short Lived (group C)

INPP

Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant

LLW-SL

Low Level Waste – Short Lived (group B)

LILSW

Low and Intermediate Level Solid Waste

VLLWC

Very Low Level Waste Compactible (group A1)

VLLWNC

Very Low Level Waste Non-Compactible (group A2)

WAC

Waste Acceptance Criteria

WPS

Waste Package Specification

WHF

Waste Handling Facility
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1 General
All stages in the handling of radioactive waste, including collection of raw waste
material, treatment and conditioning, storage, transport and disposal, have to be
performed with acceptable safety.
To fulfil the demands, waste acceptance criteria (WAC) are developed setting the
acceptability levels of safety related properties. The purpose is to specify and set the
acceptable property values required for all steps in the handling, treatment and storage
and disposal of radioactive waste.
The derivation of the desired properties comprises an important part of the
understanding of what are the critical issues in judgement of waste acceptability and
establishment of limiting conditions.
The functional requirements are related to safety and radiation protection. Thus, two
overriding functional requirements can be defined as:
• Waste packages shall not give rise to unacceptable dispersion of radionuclides.
• Waste packages shall not give rise to unacceptable radiation exposure of personnel
and the environment during handling.
From these major principles the detailed functional requirements can be derived that
must be fulfilled for each type of waste package in the various steps of the handling
sequence.
Whenever possible, intrinsic and desired properties that can be quantified and controlled
should be derived for each handling step. The limiting values of these properties might
be regarded as waste acceptance criteria (WAC) which must be met by specifications of
waste packages and appropriate quality assurance procedures.
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2 WAC development
2.1 General methodology outline
The figure 1 on the next page, from ref 2, represents a preliminary outline methodology
for the development of the characteristics of the waste packages to be addressed in the
WAC. The figure is based on the assumption that no treatment/ conditioning and
interim storage practices are already available. This figure is very similar to the one
extracted from the IAEA-TECDOC-864, but with modifications in order to incorporate
international experiences.
Since major parts of the handling sequence are only theoretical outlined and not
existing, only preliminary WAC can be developed. This means that the WAC developed
and proposed here have to be reconsidered/ reviewed and extended in the future once
the whole waste handling sequence – from production to post-closure period - has been
established for the waste type in question.
The development of criteria and specifications for waste packages and other
components of the disposal system has to be performed iteratively, where each
component is judged in relation to its performance objectives as a part of the total
system. The iterative process is necessary as long as waste conditioning methods and
disposal strategies are under development and not finally stated.
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Regulatory considerations

Interim storage, transport and
disposal concept

Waste characteristics

Waste treatment, conditioning
and packaging

Interim storage, transport and
disposal concept system
performance

Characteristics of waste form
and package

Preliminary WAC
Conceptual

Conceptual

Detailed Design Phase (Site Specific)

Interim storage
safety assessment

Transport safety
assessment

Disposal system
operational phase
safety assessment

Disposal system post
operational phase
safety assessment

Normal processes and
abnormal events

Normal processes and
abnormal events

Normal processes and
abnormal events

Normal processes and
abnormal events

(Partial) Operational Phase

•
•

WAC Development
Waste Package Specifications Development

•
•

WAC (finalisation)
Waste Package Specifications (finalisation)

•

(Partial) Waste Management route facilities/

•

transportation system operational experience
Regulation requirements evolution

Figure 1. General outline methodology for the development of WAC

2.2 Waste Package Specification
The operator has to describe the waste and how the quality control of waste packages is
performed. In order to facilitate the reporting and assessment of the different waste
types, these descriptions should be written in a standardised format, preferably
following a common table of contents. Such a standardised waste package specification,
WPS, facilitates a uniform and consistent assessment of the various waste types (also
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known as waste type description, WTD). A table of content for a representative Swedish
WPS is shown in appendix 3. Such WPS are developed for all waste types for disposal
in SFR, but not for Waste packages aimed for landfill disposal.
As illustrated in figure 1, a final justification of the properties has to be done before a
waste package is disposed of in a final repository.
In the WPS system, the waste may be grouped into categories depending on the activity
content, physical and chemical behaviour, etc. This means that each waste type has:
•

a more or less well defined of physical content

•

a specific range of activity content

•

a defined type of container (or packing material)

•

a strategy for production, transportation and intermediate storage

•

a dedicated final disposal strategy

2.3 Qualitative WAC and limiting values
Waste acceptance criteria are incorporated in the WPS. WAC is in the on following
described as a list of those requirements of properties that must be fulfilled by waste
packages, if they are to be accepted for disposal.
When defining what these properties are, it is suitable to begin with the intended
performance objectives of the waste packages for each step of the handling sequence,
including collection of raw waste, conditioning, storage on site, transport and final
disposal. Such an analysis leads to a list of functional requirements covering the overall
management system. From the functional requirements it is possible to derive those
requirements on intrinsic properties of waste packages, which then can be translated
into waste acceptance criteria.
Each type of waste will evidently require a unique set of criteria because of the differing
handling sequences and disposal options. Therefore, the set of general qualitative
criteria more or less serves the purpose of a checklist that can be applied to each
handling step.
In appendix 2, a template for preliminary WAC is presented, which is aimed to be a part
of the later WPS. In the template used, a the list of general qualitative criteria from
reference 3 are given. For each waste type, all criteria, relevant to the particular type of
waste, have to be considered for all steps in the handling sequence and they should be
quantified as far as possible.
(The final set of acceptance criteria for a particular waste type shall include the
envelope of limiting parameter values considering all handling steps. Since all handling
steps at this stage are preliminary, the criteria have to be reviewed in the future prior to
approval of disposal for a certain waste type.)
Necessary /applicable considerations to ref 3 will be taken.
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3 Applicable Waste Packages
Preliminary WAC is developed for all intended waste packages within the scope of task
14. The different applicable waste packages are coded as follows:
:DVWHSDFNDJH
Bales for landfill disposal
Containers for landfill disposal
Containers for NSR disposal
Concrete container with super-compacted drums

5HSW\SH
AL
AL
NSR
NSR

&RGH
A01
A02
B01
C01

A standard format to present preliminary WAC is chosen. The intension is to use the
format not only for waste packages covered by task 14, but also for all low and
intermediate level waste packages. The intension is to use a uniform format for all
package to be considered for the reference design for the near surface repository.
A brief description of the waste types are given in appendix 1, partly based on best
estimate assumptions.
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$SSHQGL[
3URSRVDOVRQPDLQGDWDRIDSSOLFDEOHZDVWHW\SHV
Waste type: ”Very low-level waste” - Compactible - A01
Most of this waste consists of various consumables or isolation material etc, that is
suitable for compaction. In order to allow landfill disposal, the dose rate on the bales is
below 0.5 mSv/h, at the time for disposal.
Waste classified as compactible, is gathered in dedicated plastic bags and subsequently
compacted at the solid waste handling facility.
0DLQGDWD
*HQHUDOGHVFULSWLRQRIZDVWHRULJLQ
:DVWHPDWHULDOSURSHUWLHV
Origin:

Operational waste consisting of mainly
consumable items

Conditioning

Compaction

Composition of waste material

Plastic, fabric, wood, small parts of steel.

Specific activity content

less than 300kBq/ kg waste material

Important nuclides

Co-60,

7\SHRISDFNDJH&RQWDLQHU
type

waste bales

geometry

1x1x1m

material

plastic film

net volume

about 1 m3

Empty weigh

n/a

:DVWHSDFNDJHSURSHUWLHV
Weight

600 – 1000 kg

Dose rate (max)

Surface dose rates < 0.5 mSv/h.

Activity content

about 1 – 10 MBq

Surface contamination (max)

< 40 Bq/ cm2

volume

about 1 m3

)LQDOGLVSRVDOVWUDWHJLRUW\SH

Disposed of in licensed landfill
repositories adjacent to the reactor site.
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Very low-level waste, non-compactable - A02
Most of this waste consists of scrap material not suitable for compaction or incineration.
In order to allow landfill disposal, the dose rate on the waste package is below 0.5
mSv/h, at the time for disposal.
Waste classified as QRQFRPSDFWLEOH or QRQFRPEXVWLEOH, shall be gathered in a
dedicated transport container before transfer to the solid waste handling facility.
0DLQGDWD
*HQHUDOGHVFULSWLRQRIZDVWHRULJLQ
:DVWHPDWHULDOSURSHUWLHV
Origin:

Scrap material produced during operation
or maintenance in controlled areas.

Conditioning

Cutting, Dense Packing

Composition of waste material

Scrap material, build material etc.

Specific activity content

less than 300kBq/ kg waste material

Important nuclides

Co-60

7\SHRISDFNDJH&RQWDLQHU
type

ISO –Container. 20 foot length ( also other
dimension might be used)
steel drum or steel boxes (inside package)

geometry

6,1 x 2,4 x 1,3 m

material

Steel

Empty weigh

:DVWHSDFNDJHSURSHUWLHV
Weight

< 10 000 kg for 10´
< 20 000 kg for 20´

Dose rate (max)

Surface dose rates < 0.5 mSv/h.

Activity content

about 100 kBq – 1 MBq

Surface contamination (max)

< 40 Bq/ cm2

volume
)LQDOGLVSRVDOVWUDWHJLRUW\SH

Licensed landfill repositories (adjacent to
the reactor site.)
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Low Level Waste – Type B01
Low-level waste, Class B, normally originating from maintenance operations, is aimed
to be disposed in a new near surface repository. Non- combustible and non-compactible
material will be placed into drum or boxes without any further conditioning. The
packages will be placed into ISO-container.
Compactible waste, not suitable for combustion, will be compacted into bales. The bales
will be placed and disposed of into ISO containers.
Typically, the radioactivity content of the waste material exceeds the limits for landfill
disposal.
0DLQGDWD
:DVWHPDWHULDOSURSHUWLHV
Conditioning

Non-compactible material: Cutting, dense
packing
Compactible material: Compaction into bales

Composition of waste material

Scrap material (piping, components, cable
etc).
Compactable (Plastic, fabric, wood, isolation
material, small parts of steel)

Specific activity content

Exceeding 300kBq/ kg waste material (also
after reasonable time for interim storage)

Important nuclides

Co-60, Mn-54, Cs-134, Cs-137, Cr-51

7\SHRISDFNDJH&RQWDLQHU
type

ISO –Container. 20 foot length

geometry

6,1 x 2,4 x 1,3 m

material

Steel

Empty weigh
:DVWHSDFNDJHSURSHUWLHV
Weight

< 20 000 kg for 20´(10 000 kg for 10´)

Dose rate (max)

2 mSv /h

Activity content

1- 100 GBq/ container

Surface contamination (max)

< 40 kBq/m2

volume
)LQDOGLVSRVDOVWUDWHJLRUW\SH

Near surface repository
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Intermediate level waste – Type C01
Intermediate Level Waste, Class C, normally originating from maintenance operations,
is aimed to be disposed in a new near surface repository. The waste material will be
placed into 200 l drums and subsequently super-compacted The compacted drums will
be placed into dedicated concrete containers.
For final deposition a container will be used, corresponding to the measures of the
containers used for cement solidification of liquid waste at Ignalina NPP. The container
can load 8 (2 x 2 x 2) standard steel drums, with external dimensions of about 1,5 x 1,5
x 2,0 meters. The wall thickness is of approximately 10 cm concrete. In the range of
approximately 16 –50 drums, can be stored in one container.
0DLQGDWD
:DVWHPDWHULDOSURSHUWLHV
Conditioning method

Super compaction

Composition of waste material

Mainly scrap material (components, piping
cable etc).

Specific activity content
Important nuclides

Co-60, Mn-54, Cs-134, Cs-137, Cr-51

7\SHRISDFNDJH&RQWDLQHU
type

(1) steel drum (inside package)
(2) concrete container (final disposal
package)

geometry

(1) diameter 0.6 m, height 0.9 m
(2) 1.5 x 1.5 x 2 m

material

(1) Steel
(2) Concrete

Empty weigh

(1) 20-25 kg
(2) appr 4 000 kg

:DVWHSDFNDJHSURSHUWLHV
Weight

(1) < 400 kg
(2) < 12 000 kg

Dose rate

Approx .1-20 mSv /h

Activity content

1- 500 GBq/ container

Surface contamination (max)

< 40 Bq/cm2

volume

Inner: 2.9 m3 , total 4.6 m3

)LQDOGLVSRVDOVWUDWHJLRUW\SH

Near surface repository
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$SSHQGL[
7HPSODWH3UHOLPLQDU\:DVWH7\SH'HVFULSWLRQ
Waste type: LGHQWLILFDWLRQQR
Main data:
*HQHUDOGHVFULSWLRQRIZDVWHRULJLQ
:DVWHPDWHULDOSURSHUWLHV
Conditioning
Composition of waste material
Specific activity content
Important nuclides
7\SHRISDFNDJH&RQWDLQHU
type
geometry
material
net volume
code:
Empty weigh

:DVWHSDFNDJHSURSHUWLHV
Weight
Dose rate (max)
Activity content
Surface contamination (max)
volume

)LQDOGLVSRVDOVWUDWHJ\RUW\SH
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/LVWRIJHQHUDOTXDOLWDWLYHFULWHULD
$
6L]HVKDSHZHLJKWDQGLGHQWLILFDWLRQRI
ZDVWHSDFNDJHV
A.1 Design, geometry and dimensions
The waste packages shall be compatible with
handling, transport and emplacement equipment.
Standardized containers shall be used to the extent
possible
A.2 Marking
Package identification is necessary to ensure safe
handling, emplacement, accountability, activity
control and certification of compliance with
prescribed specifications. For these reasons, waste
packages dedicated for emplacement in a near
surface repository shall be marked with a suitable
identification unique to each package.
%
5DGLRQXFOLGHFRQWHQWRIZDVWHSDFNDJHV
DQGDVVRFLDWHGUHTXLUHPHQWV
B.1 Radionuclide inventory
The type, characteristics and content of radio
nuclides in the waste package shall be determined
with the accuracy needed to provide a reasonable
assurance of compliance with authorized limits and
shall be documented accordingly. Methods for
determining the radionuclide inventory and the
activity of the radionuclides in the waste package
shall be submitted for approval to VATESI.
B.2 Surface dose rate and dose rate at a certain
distance
The surface dose rate from the waste packages (or
any overpack used during transport) shall comply
with the limits established in transport requirements
and with any other values derived in relation to the
radiation protection of workers at the waste
repository such that occupational exposures are
kept at an acceptable level.
B.3 Surface contamination
External surface contamination of the waste
package shall be within limits such that
occupational exposures are kept at an acceptable
level.

)XQFWLRQDOUHTXLUHPHQW
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&
3K\VLFDOFKHPLFDODQGELRORJLFDO
SURSHUWLHVRIZDVWHSDFNDJHV
C.1 Mechanical strength
The waste packages shall be designed and
manufactured to have sufficient mechanical
strength to bear designed loads in the near surface
repository, and to be capable of withstanding,
without unacceptable damage, any accidents that
may reasonably be foreseen within the operational
phase.
C.2 Leaching
The waste form shall be sufficiently chemically
durable in such a way that the release of
radionuclides does not exceed levels consistent
with the requirements of the overall disposal
system. The leaching of radionuclides from the
waste form, the chemical form of the leachate and
changes in the waste form that might affect its
leachability shall be investigated
C.3 Chemical resistance
Chemical, biological or radiolytic processes may
take place within the waste, giving rise to the
generation of gas and/or heat, corrosion (with the
accumulation of hazardous degradation products),
and swelling of materials, depending on the
contents of the waste. The physical and chemical
characteristics of materials in waste packages shall
be appropriately documented to ensure that these
aspects are properly taken into account in safety
assessments
C.4 Corrosion Resistance
Waste forms that contain corrosive materials in
quantities that could adversely affect the
performance of the disposal system shall be treated
to eliminate or reduce adequately the corrosivity of
the materials or packaged to isolate the materials
affectively. Waste containers shall be designed with
sufficient corrosion resistance to meet the
requirements for their normal life and intended use.
C.5 Energy
Waste packages whose thermal or radiation energy
outputs would jeopardize the performance of the
disposal system shall not be accepted for disposal
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C.6 Gas Generation
Gas generation in the waste package shall be such
that the performance of the disposal system is not
compromised. The container shall not be
pressurized to a level that could lead to its
distortion or premature failure
C.7 Liquids
The quantity of free liquids in waste packages shall
be sufficiently low to ensure that occupational
exposures are kept at an acceptable level and that
the performance of the disposal system is not
jeopardized. The waste or waste form need not be
completely dry, but any moisture content shall be at
levels that will not compromise the isolation of the
radioactive waste in the repository.
C.8 Microbial degradation
Microbial degradation of waste forms shall be
controlled by limitation of the presence of organic
material. The disposal of materials that could
present chemical or biological hazards shall comply
with applicable regulations and their properties
shall be taken into account in safety analyses.
C.9 Complexing agent
Waste forms that contain chelating or complexing
agents shall be treated or packaged to prevent the
enhancement of radionuclide migration.
C.10 Fire resistance
Combustibility and pyrophoricity of waste
packages shall be such as to mitigate the potential
impacts of fire and reduce the propagation of fire
between waste packages. Combustible or
pyrophoric waste shall be treated or packaged so as
to make it non-flammable.
C.11 Explosive materials
Waste packages that contain explosive materials
shall not be accepted for disposal
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose

This report is a general description on the waste handling routines at Swedish NPPs,
which is more or less applicable to all Swedish nuclear power plants. However,
procedures from OKG, operating the Oskarshamn Nuclear power plant, have been used
to outline and describe the routines more in detail in this report. This means that minor
deviations to other plants exist to a certain extent.
This description is aimed to give a view to Ignalina NPP staff regarding waste
management routines in order to:
•
•
•

get a broad insight of the waste handling routines at Swedish NPPs
make a comparison with the waste handling situation at INPP
find routines that could be applied by INPP.

1.2

General Model of Radioactive Waste
Management

1.2.1
Introduction
In order to form a method for systematic radioactive waste management it should be
chosen a model, introduced in this document as radioactive waste management chain,
which clearly describes and demarcates steps of management. A general model of
radioactive waste handling is shown in Figure 1.1
The model includes eight different waste handling steps that start with gathering of
waste, treating and measuring up to a final storage. This section will discuss in details
different steps of the waste management chain.

*(1(5$/67(362)18&/($5
:$67(0$1$*(0(17
*DWKHULQJ
7HPSRUDU\6WRUDJH
3UHSDUDWLRQ&RQWURO
&RQGLWLRQLQJ
0HDVXUHPHQWV5HJLVWUDWLRQV
,QWHUPHGLDWH6WRUDJH
)LQDO5HSRVLWRU\
5HSRUWLQJ

)LJXUH*HQHUDOVWHSVLQWKH5DGLRDFWLYH:DVWH0DQDJHPHQW
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1.2.2
Gathering of radioactive wastes
Gathering of radioactive wastes is a first step in the waste management chain. This step
includes ways and methods to distinguish radioactive wastes from other materials. The
gathering is aimed to sort all materials to defined radioactive waste categories, radiation
sources, and transport to handling and treating systems designed for this purpose. All
radioactive waste treatment systems are designed considering that wastes are sorted
according to radiation sources and a well functioning sorting system is necessary. The
well functioning source sorting system leads to the minimisation of work input and low
radiation doses.
Each waste category is demarcated by introducing sorting criteria. Some of the
parameters that are important follows below
•

activity

•

dose rate

•

surface contamination

•

radioactive waste form (solid or liquid)

•

occurrence of materials that are not allowed in the actual radioactive waste handling
category, for example materials dangerous for environment

•

volume

•

weight

In order to allow persons to sort the radioactive wastes in a proper way, it must be easy
to choose the right category. The sorting concepts must not include double meanings,
and be written so that it is possible to quickly understand and interpret. Gathering places
should include possibility to gather several categories of radioactive wastes. The other
condition that leads to the properly functioning sorting system is requirement that
equipment used for gathering is used just for one purpose. An example of that may be a
person who is using a plastic bag for gathering of scrap metal and most probable he will
find rubbish instead of scrap metal in the bag. The gathering of radioactive wastes must
be performed so that radiation doses and risk for accidents, for example fire, are low.
1.2.3
Temporary storage
The radioactive wastes are stored in a temporary storage waiting for further handling.
There are several reasons motivating temporary storage of radioactive wastes
−

recently produced radioactive wastes often contain short living nuclides, and
that leads to the rapid decrease of dose rate. The example is an ion exchange
resin just taken from the filtering system contains considerable amount short
living nuclides and should be temporary stored for a certain time period.

−

radioactive wastes are produced occasionally in relatively small amounts
and it is more rational to handle wastes ones the temporary storage is full
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−

during outages the radioactive wastes may be stored in the temporary
storage and be handled later during normal plant operation

When storing solid waste, it is important that is done in a safe way. The procedure
aimed for sorting, include checking of type of radioactive wastes and assuring that right
type of waste is moved to the right type of container, checking of radiation level, and
consideration of fire risk. Goods or packages must be marked with labels providing
clear and one-meaning identification.
1.2.4
Preparation and rough examination
Before the radioactive wastes will be handled the actual properties of wastes must be
inspected and examined, and compared with the requirements of respective radioactive
waste category. The most important parameters that must be inspected are contents of
radioactive nuclides in the goods and dose rates. The well functioning rough
examination leads to the next waste-handling step without any re-sorting and
disturbances in plant operation. In case the rough examination does not function
properly, the radiation doses increase since it takes more time for personnel to handle
wastes and a number of packages are transported to a more sophisticated final storage
than it is required by waste properties.
Regarding wastes produced by systems, the radiological properties are directly
dependent on conditions in reactor systems. While reactor systems are under continuos
guarding, the properties of radioactive wastes are often predictable and therefore control
of some waste categories is simplified and done on-line. Control, if there is need, can be
supported by taking test examples and analysing.
The contents of non-system radioactive wastes can vary in broad ranges. The aim of
rough control is to inspect the possibility to handle wastes routinely without repeated
sorting. This procedure must prove that handling of wastes is acceptable for waste
treatment system and waste packets are placed in a correct final storage. Rough control
can be performed in different ways. In some cases the control will verify that only a
certain type of material exists, for example steal aimed for melting. In other cases, the
control will show that some materials must not be included. As an example for the last
case can be named the verification of hazardous for environment objects such as
batteries that must not be present in the wastes sorted to deposit in ground safe keeping.
Examples of the parameters that need to be checked are:
•
•
•
•
•

dose rates
weight
radioactive waste dimensions and condition, waste form
chemical composition
occurrence of materials that do not fulfil requirements of waste category

1.2.5
Conditioning
By conditioning is meant all the measures that are taken to produce a waste package
with properties fulfilling the requirements of actual final repository. All radioactive
waste categories have requirements and specifications that each packet or group of
packages has to fulfil. Normally there are several different methods for conditioning
that can be chosen to fulfil the requirements. A method is selected taking into
consideration that it should result in low dose load on the personal serving a system.
eur20655 part IV
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The non-system radioactive wastes are handled and conditioned normally manually.
Dose loads on the service personnel is low since time for service is short. The time is
reduced first of all because the initial sorting is performed properly and there is no need
for further handling. The final result of the conditioning step is packets of wastes.
1.2.6
Measurements and registration
Swedish authorities have decided that waste management system must include system
for registration and reporting of data of radioactive waste that are stored at Nuclear
Power Plants and in the Studsvik. The database for radioactive waste is also used before
transportation and for the accounting when the package is disposed of.
The producer of the waste need to have clear information on each waste package
regarding location, nuclide content, dose rates, and general properties of the container
and the radioactive wastes. The package will be registered as soon as it gets its final
form, aimed for final deposition. For each packet the following information must be
registered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Containment and packing type. Here, the actual type of packing is registered.
Category of radioactive wastes, for ex ion exchange resin
Conditioning, for ex cementing
Process parameters. For ex amounts of ion exchange resin or additions in a packet.
Identification code. Each packet has unique code, which starts with letter showing
the nuclear power plant that produced the packet.
Storage volume
Weight
Manufacturing and withdrawal data
Position in storage
Date of activity definition, nuclides identification and dose rate measurement
Activity contents and dose rate.
Additional information

1.2.7
Intermediate storage
After a package is finalised and measured, follows an intermediate storage period. The
reason for having the intermediate storage is partially because SFR-1 was not ready for
final deposition of radioactive wastes when the waste production started. An additional
reason is that the production rate of radioactive wastes is small and it would be
impractical and inefficient continuously transport the radioactive wastes to a final
repository.
The intermediate storage must be safe regarding radiation doses and risk for activity
releases. First of all radioactive wastes must be stored so that both plant personnel and
the general public will not be effected by radiation. Therefore, the intermediate storage
are designed to minimise maintains and manual access. Regarding activity releases
there are several types of mishaps, which have to be taken into consideration. The
events that could cause releases of activity are fire, leakage of liquids and working
mishaps, for ex if an overhead crane or truck drops a package. An intermediate storage
is designed dependently on type of radioactive wastes and different parts are separated
in different levels of qualified storage. The low activity radioactive wastes may be
stored outside in containers. The containers must stand weather conditions and
intermediate storage must be placed so that radiation level would be low. The average
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activity radioactive wastes require radiation shielding and therefore are stored in
controlled basements with extra thick walls or in a room in rocks.
1.2.8

Final storage (repository)

The objective of the final storage, from the producers’ perspective, is to get rid of the
waste for unlimited time and in a proper way. Depending on the radiological and
chemical properties of the waste, it should be distinguished between different methods
of radioactive waste treatment and final storage. The existing alternatives are following:
−
−
−

Clearance (free use, municipal waste dump, destruction)
Land fill
Final repository (with different requirements in different compartments)

When a waste unit is produced, one of the above alternatives can be used. The different
storage options also call for different conditioning methods. The alternative chosen is
mainly depended on the radioactivity amount and composition and on the dos rate.
1.2.9

Reporting

Quarterly and at the end of each year, the power plant operator compiles a database of
radioactive wastes and reports to the authorities. The database of radioactive waste
consists of extensive amount of information and for easier analysis the database is
summarised in a report. Packing types and radioactive waste categories are summarised
in the general report and nuclides that are important for activity contents are introduced
separately. The other nuclides are reported as accounted in total activity. Besides
reporting to the authorities, the data are used internally in respective radioactive power
plants as a part of follow up of plant activities. The data are also used by SKB for
planing of transport system usage and final depository.
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2.

Rules

2.1

Waste classification

Depending on dose rate, activity and nuclide content, etc the waste is categorised in
different groups with different requirements for further handling and storage. The
groups are defined with respect to Swedish Regulatory Rules or Guides. The groups
could be described as in table 1.
7DEOH:DVWH&DWHJRULHV
%$6,&5(48,5(0(176

3523(57,(6

Material that can be released from the plant for reuse or
recycling

low level, short-lived

Material that can be released from the plant for disposal

low-level, short lived

Material that can be disposed at the nuclear site

low-level, short-lived

Material that have to be disposed in a controlled way and low- to medium level,
would need up to a few hundred years isolation
short lived
Material that have to be disposed in a deep repository
with regards to concentration and amount of long-lived
nuclides and would need final disposal isolation for
thousand of years

2.1.1

low- to medium level,
contains some long lived
nuclides

Material that can be released from the plant for reuse

The scrap material can be various construction materials that have been installed in the
radioactive controlled areas of the plant, which need to be controlled before clearance. It
can also be material that has been decontaminated to accepted release levels, such
material consists of various tools and equipment.
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7DEOH5HOHDVHZLWKRXWUDGLRORJLFDOUHVWULFWLRQV
6XUIDFHFRQWDPLQDWLRQ
< 40 kBq/m2 for beta-gamma emitters
< 4 kBq/m2 for alpha emitters
6SHFLILFDFWLYLW\
< 500 Bq/kg (including not more than 100
Bq/kg alpha emitters)
5HI&RGHRI6WDWXWHVRIWKH6ZHGLVK5DGLDWLRQ3URWHFWLRQ,QVWLWXWH66,)6


Material that can be released from the plant for
disposal

This category consists of waste not fulfilling the above requirement or material that is
not suitable for reuse or not technically or economically motivated to decontaminate.
This material shall, after removal from a zoned area, be deposited at a industrial or a
municipal controlled tip. The limiting values are given in the table below.

7DEOH6ZHGLVKUHJXODWLRQRQDFWLYLW\OLPLWVIRUGLVSRVDORIFOHDUHGZDVWHLQDQRQ
VLWHRUPXQLFLSDOFRQWUROOHGWLS
6XUIDFHFRQWDPLQDWLRQ
< 40 kBq/m2 for beta-gamma
< 4 kBq/m2 for alpha
6SHFLILFDFWLYLW\
< 5 kBq/kg for beta-gamma emitters
< 0,5 kBq/kg for alpha emitters
5HI&RGHRI6WDWXWHVRIWKH6ZHGLVK5DGLDWLRQ3URWHFWLRQ,QVWLWXWH66,)6
In addition to limiting values given above, the Code of Statutes also states:
−

Goods, which are removed from a zoned area, must not be suitable for direct
recycling, Utility goods shall be deformed before deposition so that they no
longer fulfil their function.

−

The activity content must be determined by nuclide specific measurement

−

The total amount of activity from all nuclear installations located in one and
the same locality, which is removed in this way for deposition must not
exceed 1 GBq/ year.
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2.1.3
Material that can be disposed at the nuclear site
This waste category contains waste not fulfilling the requirement given above. For this
kind of waste material there is an option to depose it in a landfill. In contradiction to the
waste described above, which don’t need any further restrictions for radiation protection
reasons, this waste need to be institutional controlled for 50 years. Limiting values on
main parameters are given in the table below.
7DEOH6ZHGLVKUHJXODWLRQRQUDGLRDFWLYHFRQFHQWUDWLRQOLPLWVRIUDGLRDFWLYHZDVWH
IRUFRQWUROOHGODQGILOOGLVSRVDO
Maximum specific activity in waste package

< 300 kBq/kg (nuclides with T ½ > 5 years)

Maximum surface dose rate of waste package < 0.5 mSv/h
Maximum total inventory in repository
100 GBq (1 TBq according to law)
(normally applied)
5HI&RGHRI6WDWXWHVRIWKH6ZHGLVK5DGLDWLRQ3URWHFWLRQ,QVWLWXWH66,)6
2.1.4

Short lived low- and intermediate level waste

This waste category contain of waste not fulfilling the above given restrictions. This
type of material also contain mainly short lived nuclides, but with specific activity
content exceeding the above given limits. The amount of alpha-emitters is rather
limited.
Typical waste material is contaminated equipment or spent resins from the primary
circuit that essentially would need a few hundred years of isolation.
2.1.5

Long lived low- and intermediate level waste

This category mainly covers the reactor internals, which are highly radioactive, and
contains some long-lived activity and also induced activity. This material has to be
disposed of in a deep repository. This kind of material is not treated further in this
report.

2.2

Sorting criteria, categories

The low level waste is gathered at specific places at the plants in the following rough
categories:
•
•

Compactible
Non-compacible

Segregation between combustible and non-combustible is not done. However, in reality
the borderline for compactible or combustible is practicle the same.
Radioactive waste, with known or expected dose rates higher than 3 mSv/h, is collected
in dedicated containers and further treated separately.
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Compactable waste is sorted into the following categories:
•
•
•

< 0,3 mSv/h, aimed for landfill disposal (ready for disposal)
0,3 –3,0 mSv/h aimed for landfill disposal (need intermediate storage for Co-60
decay)
3,0 mSv/h aimed for shielded concrete moulds for SFR.

Non-Compactable waste is sorted into the following categories:
•
•
•

clean or slightly contaminated material aimed for clearance according to specific
procedure
< 3,0 mSv/h for further handling at the low level waste treatment facility
> 3,0 mSv/h for either decontamination or packing in concrete moulds for SFR

2.3

Registration/ examination/ record

Registration of waste is a standard procedure with a standard format, agreed by all
involved parties. From the register code the authorities must be able to identify the
radioactive nuclide content, dose rate and general properties of the radioactive material.
The system shall also specify where the waste unit is stored.
The waste shall be registered at the time when it becomes finalised for storage. The
code for classification is build up by eight numbers, as follows:
123
Type of container or
package (for ex concrete
mould)

2.4

78
456
Waste Category (for ex ion Treating form, (for ex
exchange resin)
cementing)

Preventive actions on order to minimise the
amount of waste

Production of radioactive waste should always be prevented as far as possible. No
unnecessary materials should be brought into zoned areas at the plant. As an example,
goods brought into zoned areas should be unpacked.
Work should be planned and performed in order to minimise rest products. Everything
that is brought into zoned areas must be able to be handled as radioactive waste. In
uncertain cases, the waste-handling department must be consulted.
Radioactive waste (> 1 mSv/h) shall be gathered as close as possible to the source and
brought away without delay, in order to avoid unnecessary doses to personnel. For this
kind of waste, dedicated boxes are used to segregate this waste from only slightly
contaminated. The purpose is to minimise the amount (or more specific the volume) of
radioactive waste of a higher radioactivity level. There should be an intention or goal to
classify as much scrap or used material as possible for clearance.
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The usage of water at zoned areas shall be as low as possible since all water need to be
treated. Water for release to the recipient shall be cleaned, with margins to release
limits.
If water is used for cleaning/decontamination, only de-ionised water should be used.
Water from salt water cooling systems are treated separately and dispersed back to the
recipient. This saves a lot of resins and reduces the amount of waste significantly.
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3.

Waste stream

3.1

Description of sources/ origin of solid waste

All material that has been brought into controlled area, or otherwise gets contaminated
or activated, and no longer being used, is classified as radioactive waste. Examples of
such material are changed equipment in technical systems, clothing, packing material,
cables, used tools etc. A minor part also consists of surface material from floors and
walls like paint and concrete.

3.2

Collecting points

Segregation is done between compactible and non-compactible waste as described
above. Specific collecting points are established all over the plant. At each collecting
point there are racks with 125 litre plastic sacks, aimed for compactible waste. This type
of waste consists of various consumables like plastic and clothing etc.
For non-compactible waste, steel boxes (containers) are placed at the some collecting
points, or near by the room where repairing or maintenance should be done. The noncompactible waste mainly consists of scrap material of steel and other metals. The scrap
material is mainly generated during the outage periods. The dominating nuclide is,
almost without any exemption, Co-60.

3.3

Buffer storage and radiological control/
measuring

The filled sacks (and steel boxes) are temporary transported to a waste handling room,
where the waste is sorted due to dose rates. The waste handling room also serves as a
buffer storage during outages when higher amounts of waste are expected.
A more detailed description of the handling sequence for each waste type is given in
chapter 4.

3.4

Transport, handling of raw waste

3.4.1

Introduction

Swedish law for transportation of dangerous goods does not regulate a transportation of
radioactive materials at a nuclear power plant area. Therefore, the decisions and
regulations are defined by competent personnel that are responsible for handling of
radioactive wastes in nuclear power plant. The regulations for transportation of
radioactive waste must follow instructions that are defined by radiation protection. The
deviations from the radiation protection instructions may be done only with permission
of radiological protection manager.
3.4.2
Measurements
All the materials selected for transportation from controlled area must be measured by
considering surface dose rate and dose rate at 1 m distance and smear test.
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3.4.3
Markings
All the materials that are transported from controlled areas must be marked according
one of the following alternatives:
a) Active goods will be marked with label “RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL” and
“RADIOACTIVE TRANSPORT”.
b) Goods not containing radioactivity must be marked with label “APPROVED” and
label that indicates sender, receiver, contents, reactor unit number and gate number.
Exception or partial exceptions from listed markings are concrete moulds, concrete
tanks, and transportation container, container for depleted fuel and different test
samples. The regulations are given in section 2.1 in this report.
In case, it is estimated that valid for these categories are described in Chapter mishap
during transportation may cause risk for activity spreading or goods have high dose rate,
the package must be marked on two sides. That enables to se signs during possible
accident.
The labels must be filled as follows below:
Label of “5$',2$&7,9(0$7(5,$/6”
á &RQWHQWV – list of components that are inside the package.
á 0D[GRVHUDWHRQVXUIDFH– max dose rate on the surface that was measured on the
surface of components
á 6XUIDFHDFWLYLW\ – highest value of smear test on the component
á 2WKHULQIRUPDWLRQ – the health physicist write possible additional information about
components.
á 'DWDVLJQDWXUH – the health physicist writes date and confirms with signature that
information in labels is correct.
Label of “5$',2$&7,9(75$163257”
á &RQWHQWV – list of components that are inside the package.
á 'RVHUDWHRQVXUIDFH– max dose rate on the surface that was measured on the
surface of components
á 'RVHUDWHDWGLVWDQFHRIP– max dose rate at 1 m distance from the surface of
package.
á 6XUIDFHDFWLYLW\ – highest value of smear test on the component. It should be
observed that activity on the surface of package must not exceed 40 kBq/m2.
á 2WKHULQIRUPDWLRQ – the health physicist write possible additional information about
components.
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á 5HDFWRU8QLW'DWD6LJQDWXUH7HOHSKRQH – Here must be written reactor unit
number, date and name of health physicist who conducted measurements and his
telephone number.
á 7UDQVSRUWWRWKHXQLWJDWH – it must be given the specification of reactor unit that
and gate that receive package.
á 6HQGHU±QDPH and telephone number of responsible person for package must be
specified. Observe that the health physicist is not responsible for package.
á 5HFHLYHU – name and telephone number of person who is responsible for receiving
of package must be written
Label “$33529('”
On this label must be specified date and confirmed by signature of the health physicist
who conducted dose rate measurements and contamination check. “APPROVED” label
means that package is checked and approved for transportation from controlled area and
materials can be used freely without any radiological limitations. Label must not be
used for any active material.

3.4.4

Routines for out carriage of goods from controlled area

All materials that are transported from a controlled area must have defined handling
procedures regarding choice of packing, method of transportation, receiver, and storage
place or release category. The conditions for handling of goods must be defined by the
original owners of materials so that the health physicist could follow these instructions.
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•

4.

Waste handling

4.1

Handling compactable waste

Definition

Radioactive wastes that can be compacted mostly include plastics (arising from
packages and covers of components and areas), rags, special clothing for one time
usage, mineral wool etc.
•

Gathering

Compactable waste is gathered in 125 litre transparent plastic bags at dedicated places
at the plant. (Exemptions are made to radioactive waste with high dose rates witch shall
be gathered as close as possible to the source.)
The filled sacks are transported to a waste handling room furnished with different
containers. The room also functions as a temporary storage, in order to buffer waste
material during outages (or other extensive maintenance work).
•

Measurements and sorting

In the waste handling room, each bag is measured by dose rate and visual examined and
sorted as follows:
•

< 0,3 mSv/h (blue container)

•

0,3-3 mSv/h (yellow marked container)

•

> 3 mSv/h in concrete moulds for cementation

The compactable waste, with dose rate > 3 mSv/h, is placed, and compacted, direct into
shielded concrete moulders. The physical content of each moulder must be documented.
•

Conditions for further handling and storage

Filled containers are transported to the low level waste treatment facility. In the facility,
the waste is compacted into bales of approximately 1 m3 and a weight of 500 kg.
The bales are intermediate stored into 20´ ISO containers. The bales, without containers,
and are disposed of into a landfill during specific campaigns.
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4.2
•

Handling of non compactable

Definition

The major amount of radioactive wastes that can not be compacted includes stainless
steel and carbon steel. The other metals such as aluminium, galvanic steel and copper
may also occur but in small amounts. Scrap is produced almost only during
maintenance and the content of nuclides varies depending on source. The dominant
nuclide is 60Co.
Other non-compactable waste are electric wires and building constructions.
•

Gathering

The non-compactable wastes are gathered in special steel boxes, located near the places
where system modifications are performed. The boxes are of 0.6, 1.2, and 2.4 m3
volume.
If extensive work is performed, several boxes are placed to enable sorting of wastes
with respect to the surface dose rate and contents of nuclides.
Separate steel boxes are placed in the plant for gathering of small LLW scrap.
Materials can be classified for free release directly at controlled area. Such materials
must be separately marked “approved” or can be placed in a white box.
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• Measurements and sorting
Scrap are measured and sorted into three major categories with respect to the surface
dose rate and source:
•

Free release materials

•

<3,0 mSv/h are transported to the radioactive waste handling facility

•

>3,0 mSv/h are transported for decontamination or for concrete mould
cementation

Scrap, which is transported from controlled area for clearance, must be classified as free
release materials.
Non-compactable materials that are placed in concrete moulds must be documented by
describing waste type, for ex carbon steel, stainless steel, copper, aluminium, also
weight and weigh fractions must be identified.
•

Conditions for further handling and storage

In order to avoid unnecessary dose rates for waste handling personnel, the following
requirements must be fulfilled:

•

•

Isolation from tubes and components, which are going to be handled in the
radioactive waste handling facility, must be removed.

•

Scrap must be cut into the pieces of max 1 m length. If scrap of larger
dimensions is going to be transported, the waste handling department
(WHD) must be contacted.

•

Scrap components, which are going to be stored in the intermediate
storage, must be packed in fire resistant material according to WHD and
radiation protection department RPD regulations.

Transportation to the low level waste facility (LLWF)

Wastes are transported to the LLWF after gathering is finished and materials are
correctly packed. The transportation is performed by using fork-truck.
Scrap components that are going to be further handled in the LLWF or central
workshop (CW) must be documented by sender. For this purpose, there is a form with
title “Scrap and decontamination from unit X”.
The forms are used also for components that are classified as components for free
release after treatment in the LLWF / CW.
•

Handling in the LLWF

The active scraps are loaded into a concrete mould (1.2 x 1.2 x 1.2 m) in the LLWF.
The concrete mould is marked with sequence number, weighted and measured by
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nuclide contents. Data are documented by WHD personnel in the radioactive waste
database.
Scrap material with a dose rate < 3 mSv/h is intermediate stored into ISO containers.
Certain options are available for further handling. Depending of dose rates and physical
content the scrap can either be disposed of (Landfill or SFR-1) or decontaminated or
sent to Studsvik for melting for subsequent reuse.
The decisions to either dispose scrap in a final storage vs further treatment for
subsequent clearance is based on measured contents of nuclides.

4.3

Measurement methods and recording of waste
package

One of the most important moments during handling of radioactive waste is evaluation
of activity contents in the waste, composition of nuclides and dose rates. The detailed
information about these parameters is required since the radioactive waste must be
sorted into different categories for final repository and the basic condition for the
sorting is the activity contents. The requirements that are valid for actual radioactive
waste category are defined in regulations, safety reports, and permissions.
Measurements are aimed to verify and document that the actual radioactive waste fulfil
the valid requirements.
In order to be able to measure activity-related parameters, which are important for
radioactive waste management, several methods and related instrumentation are
required.
• Surface contamination
Occurrence of surface contamination is not acceptable. A surface smear test is
performed in order to determine whether a radioactive waste package is contaminated of
any reason. Smear tests on a defined surface of 1 dm2 area carries out the sample. The
collected activity on the test is analysed in a measurements laboratory with respect to
the valid contamination limits.
Occurrence of surface contamination is controlled routinely in all packages that are
transported from zoned area. That means that all radioactive waste packages must fulfil
valid requirements despite it would be freely released, deposited in landfill or
transported to SFR-1.
• Surface dose rate and dose rate at the distance of 1m
Many categories of nuclear waste have requirements for highest dose rate or dose rate at
certain distance from package, but even because of radiation protection the dose rate
measurements of package are performed routinely. There is a number of dose rate limits
that are defined for nuclear waste categories.
The nuclear waste that is going to be deposited in a landfill must not exceed 0,5 mSv/h
average surface dose rate. This limit is defined by the fact that all the handling
procedures are manual and personnel is directly exposed by radiation from the waste.
The resulting surface dose rate is measured after a package is ready; i.e. after waste is
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compressed into bales or packed in boxes. In order to avoid having too many packages
that dependent on single radiation source that does not fulfil requirements, primarily
measurements are conducted to separate dominant radiation sources.
The final dose rates (surface and 1 m) of waste packages for landfill are measured and
recalculated to give average dose rate at the surface.
Measurements of dose rate and recalculation of the average surface dose rate is
conducted normally directly in combination with production of waste or in combination
with measurement of the activity content by specifying nuclides before intermediate
storing.
Transportation casks (ATB) used for transportation of nuclear wastes to SFR-1 must
fulfil transportation regulations that means that the ATB must not exceed 2 mSv/h and
dose rate must not exceed 0,1 mSv/h at 2 m distance. The control of dose rate is
conducted after holders are loaded in a track and this procedure is defined by
transportation handbook.
•

Activity contents in solid waste

For measurements of activity contents in solid waste, despite it would be for free
release, deposited in a landfill or in SFR-1, it is used the same method but requirements
for measurement results and measurement conditions are different. The common aim
for all of these measurements is to estimate the total activity contents of alfa and gamma
nuclides as accurate as possible.
The activity input from nuclides radiating alfa and gamma particles is estimated by
considering results of reactor water analysis as reference background. It is well known
that there is dependence between gamma radiating nuclides such as 60Co and nuclides
radiating alfa and beta particles such as 90Sr. Normally the concentration of nuclides
radiating the alfa and beta particles is very low in comparison with the concentration of
nuclides radiating gamma rays and this leads to the fact that alfa and beta nuclides are
not easily detectable during measurements.
The calculations of amount of nuclides radiating alfa and beta particles are based on the
specific activity of reactor water circulating through the ion exchange resins. The water
activity is measured considering conditions in the ion exchange resins before the
direction of water flow is reverted and these measurement conditions lead to the
conservative estimation of activity content.
The content of transuranium nuclides and 90Sr in the solid radioactive wastes, which are
separated for deposition in the SFR-1 or in landfill, are estimated (proportioned) by
measuring content of 60Co in the wastes. It is assumed that contents of nuclides in the
radioactive wastes are proportional to the contents of nuclides in the reactor water and
constant of proportionality is the ratio between measured content of 60Co in the
radioactive wastes and the reactor water as that is indicated in Figure 4.3. In the case of
low contents of 137Cs the content of the nuclide is defined as the lowest detectable
activity and 60Co is used to estimate realistic amount of 137Cs.
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For all final storage alternatives there are restrictions accounting for permissible amount
of radioactive nuclides in the wastes. The restrictions are defined in order to limit
radiation doses during handling, avoid leakage from different radioactive waste storages
and limit radiation doses that are coming from wastes that are classified for free release
and are handled without any safety precautions.
• Equipment and conditions for activity contents measurements
Typical schematic for measurement system used stationary in a laboratory or in field is
shown in Figure 4.4. In general there is used spectrometric system equipped with
germanium detectors cooled by nitrogen.
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A conventional GM-meter is used for the measurements of surface dose rate and dose
rate measurements.
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The radiation background must be as low as possible and background level should be
known in the compartments in which measurements are performed. If background
activity is too high the activity content of measured object may be hidden in the
background activity that leads to the overestimation of activity contents, which is not
desired.
For measurements of goods for free release it is important to use not active
compartments and detectors must not be directed to the active buildings or active
components. The radiation input coming from active systems and nuclear power plant
buildings might be considerable despite long distance.
It is also important that radiation sources located behind detector might have influence
on measurements. Therefore, the radiation shielding is used to protect the detector from
all sides except the one that is directed to the object of analysis.
The packages containing a non-homogeneous radioactive waste lead to the gamma ray
absorption in the wastes and it is not possible to measure or calculate activity content
with good accuracy. The results of measurements might be improved partially by
placing dominant wastes in the centre of package and partially by conducting
measurements from several sides. The collected measured information is used to
evaluate more realistic activity content.

4.4

Cost per waste package

Calculations of the costs for conditioning and packing of intermediate level waste,
shows that about 80% is related to firm costs on buildings, equipment, storage’s,
repository’s and the remaining 20% on variable costs for personal, waste packages etc.
For low level waste, not requiring such a sophisticated final deposit, the variable cost is
relatively higher.
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Rough calculations made by OKG indicate the following costs for low and intermediate
level waste:

Waste type

Dominating Cost

Scrap material for melting
Low level Scrap material for SFR
Intermediate level Scrap for SFR >
1mSv /h
Scrap for disposal at municipal dump
Scrap for free release
Compatible waste for landfill

Melting
Repository
Intermediate storage/
Repository
Free release declaration
Free release declaration
Equipment costs for
compaction
Package costs

Non Compatible waste for landfill

Total cost
$/m3
1 000
2 000
20 000
600
300
1 000
1 000

The figures above are no fixed “price tags”, but indicate the magnitude of the costs
related to the different conditioning and treatment options.
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5.

Storage

5.1

Interim storage

After a package is finalised and measured, follows an intermediate storage period. At
the OKG power plant, the interim storage consists of a underground rock vault. The
reason for having the intermediate storage is partially because SFR-1 was not ready for
final deposition of radioactive wastes when the waste production started.
An additional reason is that the production rate of radioactive wastes is small and it
would be impractical and not efficient continuously transport the radioactive wastes to a
final repository.
Requirement for an interim storage is outlined in chapter 1.

5.2

Final disposal strategies / options

5.2.1

Landfill of LLW

The reason why landfills adjacent to the power plants have been implemented is that
large amounts, about 10.000m3, of very low level waste will be produced during the
operational lifetime of the plants. Since the activity content is very low, as well as the
dos rates, such a disposal arrangement can be performed to a much lesser cost,
compared with disposal at SFR1.
The low-level waste produced at the power plant can, beside from the contamination of
radioactive nuclides, be treated like any other industrial waste. It’s therefor possible to
deposit the waste in an industrial-like waste dump. Since the waste is radioactive, the
landfill is located at the domain of the power plant. The low-level waste contains
limited amounts of radionuclides. The activity content will decay within 50 - 100 years
and the waste can after that time period be seen as conventional industrial waste. An
advantage, verses incineration, is that also “non combustible” fractions of waste can be
buried in a landfill.
The Swedish Radiation Protection institute gives the radiological demands. The
following general conditions have to be fulfilled at the power plant:
•
•
•
•
•

the total content of radio nuclides shall not exceed 100 GBq
each waste package, shall have a surface dose rate less than 0,5 mSv/h
the average activity content in each waste package shall not exceed 300 kBq/kg of
the radio nuclides with a half life longer than 5 years.
the waste dense packed or compacted
The Swedish Radiation Protection institute shall be notified at least 3 month ahead
of each burial campaign.
5.2.2

SFR-1 - Final repository for radioactive operational
waste
SFR is located 50 meters beneath the bottom of the Baltic sea adjacent to the Forsmark
Nuclear Power Plant. In addition to the low and intermediate level waste from the four
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NPP´s, other radioactive waste arising in for exemple medical care and industry is
disposed of there. Today almost 50% of the available volume has been utilised.
However, the facility can be expanded as, or if, needed.
The repository consists of four 150 metre long rock vaults, plus a rock cavern with a 50metre high concrete silo. The silo mainly contains solidified spent ion exchange filter
resins used to purify the reactor water. This waste contains roughly 90% of the
radioactivity in the facility.
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6.

List of Abbreviations

6.1

General Abbreviations

ATB
ILW
LLW
SFR, SFR-1
SKI
SSI

Transportation cask
Intermediate level Waste
Low Level Waste
Final repository for radioactive operational waste
Swedish Nuclear Power inspectorate
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute

6.2
CW
LLWF
RPD
WHD
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Abbreviations applied in this report
Central Workshop
Low Level Waste Facility
Radiation Protection Department
Rad. Waste Handling Department

